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ABSTRACT 
In a typical discriminative learning setting, a set of labeled training examples is given, 
and the goal is to learn a decision rule that accurately classifies (or labels) unseen test 
examples. Much of machine learning research has focused on improving accuracy, but 
more recently costs of learning and decision making are becoming more important. 
Such costs arise both during training and testing. Labeling data for training is often 
an expensive process. During testing, acquiring or processing measurements for every 
decision is also costly. This work deals with two problems: how to reduce the amount 
of labeled data during training, and how_ to minimize measurements cost in making 
decisions during testing, while maintaining system accuracy. 
The first part falls into an area known as active learning. It deals with the problem 
of selecting a small subset of examples to label, from a pool of unlabeled data, for 
training a good classifier. This problem is relevant in many applications where a large 
collection of unlabeled data is readily available but to label an instance requires using 
an expensive expert (a radiologist annotating a medical image). We study active 
learning in the boosting framework. We develop a practical algorithm that labels 
examples to maximally reduce the space of feasible classifiers. We show that , under 
v 
certain assumptions, our strategy achieves the generalization error performance of 
a system trained on the entire data set while only selecting logarithmically many 
samples to label. 
In the second part, we study sequential classifiers under budget constraints. In 
many systems, such as medical diagnosis and homeland security, sensors have varying 
acquisition costs, and these costs account for delay, throughput or monetary value. 
While some decisions require all measurements, it is often unnecessary to use every 
modality to classify every example. So the problem is to learn a system that, for every 
decision, sequentially selects sensors to meet a measurement budget while minimizing 
classification error. Initially, we study the case where the sensor order in which mea-
surement are acquired is given. For every instance, our system has to decide whether 
to seek more measurements from the next sensor or to terminate by classifying based 
on the available information. We use Bayesian analysis of this problem to construct a 
novel multi-stage empirical risk objective and directly learn sequential decision func-
tions from training data. We provide practical algorithms for binary and multi-class 
settings and derive generalization error guarantees. We compare our approach to 
alternative strategies on real world data. In the last section, we explore a decision 
system when the order of sensors is no longer fixed. We investigate how to combine 
ideas from reinforcement and imitation learning with empirical risk minimization to 
learn a dynamic sensor selection policy. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1 
Machine learning occupies an important role in many scientific and engineering prob-
lems. Its applications include regression , clustering, classification and many others. 
In this work, we limit ourselves to classification. In classification, given a set of train-
ing examples consisting of measurements and a corresponding class membership (a 
label) , the goal is to learn a classifier that correctly labels unseen examples. Classifi-
cation is a well studied area in machine learning with majority of effort concentrated 
on improving generalization error (error on examples outside the training set). How-
ever, recently cost of training classifiers and cost of making decisions during testing 
have gained importance. For learning, a labeled training set is required. Labeling 
is typically time consuming or expensive because it requires an expert to inspect an 
unlabeled example and assign it a label. The problem of reducing the number of 
labeled examples in order to train a good classifier is known as active learning, and it 
will be the focus of Chapter 2. In making a decision during a testing phase, a system 
incurs the cost of acquiring measurements. Different sensors have varying acquisition 
costs, and using every sensor to make every decision may be prohibitive due to budget 
constraints. In Chapter 3, we study the problem of reducing average acquisition cost 
in classification. In particular, we investigate how to learn a system that, for every 
decision, sequentially selects sensors in order to trade off system error and acquisition 
cost. 
2 
Organization: This chapter is organized in the following manner. The section 1.1 
gives a short overview of supervised classification and ingredients required for learning 
a successful classifier. In section 1.2, we discuss the cost of labeling a classifier, the 
problem of active learning and our contribution in this area. In section 1.3, we intro-
duce the problem of learning with test-time costs and summarize our contribution. 
Section 1.4 explains organization of the rest of the thesis. 
1.1 Learning a Classifier 
Let us assume that nature generates an example according to some unknown distri-
bution An example consists of measurements x which can be collected using various 
sensors. An example also belongs to a particular group or a class y E Y unknown 
to the sensor. We would like to find a classifier which is a function that takes in an 
unlabeled example and assigns to a class: F(x) E Y. We would like this classifier 
F(x) to correctly classify any new example. generated by P(x, y): 
(1.1) 
From hypothesis testing, if we know the probability model, the optimal decision rule 
is to pick a class that maximizes the posterior belief: 
F(x) = arg max P(y = y' I x) 
y 
(1.2) 
However, in many cases, the model is not known or hard to estimate reliably. In 
such cases, we turn to supervised learning. Instead of modeling the posterior, we 
directly learn the decision rule by approximating the expected error by an empirical 
risk. To construct an empirical risk , we are required to collect a sample of train-
ing examples independently generated by the underlying distribution. And for each 
3 
training example, we also need to determine its class membership (ground truth): 
N 
min """' 1 [F(x)ioy] FEF L 
i=l 
(1.3) 
In addition, we restrict the decision function to be part of a particular regularized 
family of classifiers F so as to not end up with a look up table on the training set 
and improve the generalization of F(x). For example: F can be a family of linear 
functions of x. Also, since 1[·] is not continuous and not convex, a typical approach 
is to minimize a surrogate C [·] 2: 1 [·] instead. Most classification algorithms fit this 
description. 
1.2 Cost of Training a Classifier 
But regardless of classification algorithm, the training procedure requires two ingre-
dients: 
• training examples, x1, x2 , ... 
• their corresponding labels, Y1, Y2, ... 
While collecting examples may be an easy task, obtaining the correct label can turn 
out to be challenging. We list two examples to demonstrate this point. 
Consider the problem of learning a classifier to diagnose whether a patient has 
a particular disease based on a performed medical imaging procedure (X-ray scan). 
In this setting, x, is the image collected, and y, in the simplest case, is a binary 
opinion of a radiologist whether the image shows that this disease is present. In a 
more complicated case, a radiologist needs to annotate the image, highlighting the 
areas that indicate abnormalities. In automatic text article categorization, the task 
is to automatically determine the subject of an article (i.e. politics or sports). Here, 
training example is an article. The number of articles available on the internet is 
4 
very large. To label an article, a person has to read it (or at least skim it), a time 
consummg process. 
To learn a classifier that has good performance requires many such training ex-
amples. A natural question arises. How can we limit the number of times we have to 
ask a radiologist (an expert) to label a particular piece of data? 
If we have a large corpus of unlabeled data readily available then the problem is 
how to select a subset of that data to label in order to learn a good classifier. For 
example, clearly if two images are exactly the same then there is no need for labeling 
both of them. This can be extended even further. If two images are not exactly 
the same but very alike (with respect to some similarity measure) then possibly both 
labels are also not necessary. If some examples are easily differentiable while others 
are more ambiguous then the latter may be more valuable in learning a good classifier. 
The study of these issues is dealt in the context of active learning. 
1.2.1 Active Learning 
Active learning is a type of semi-supervised learning. Semi-supervised learning is an 
area of machine learning that studies learning in the presence of partially labeled 
data. While there are many active learning approaches, we will concentrate on one 
type of active learning known as version space approach ( [Freund et al., 1997]) . 
Recall the objective is to learn a good classifier. Assume, for now, that there exists 
a perfect separator; there is a target classifier (from a particular family of classifiers) 
that can perfectly distinguish bet I een two classes and achieve zero error. We are 
limiting ourselves to a binary setti g. 
This implies that for any collec ion of data examples, there exists a classifier that 
perfectly separates, and this classi~er may not necessary be unique. So we can further 
assumes that there is a space of cl~ssifiers that perfectly separate a given collection 
of labeled examples. This is know j as version space. 
5 
As the number of labeled exam les increases, size of the version space will decrease. 
So a natural strategy is to iterativ ly label examples. Once the label for an example 
is revealed a fraction of the vers·on space is eliminated. The problem is how to 
choose an example that will elimi ate a large number of potential classifiers. Since 
the label is not known, the best o e can do is pick an example that has the greatest 
disagreement among the classifier in the current version space. Once the label is 
revealed then ideally half of the v rsion space will be eliminated. This procedure is 
known as generalized binary searc ' ( [Nowak, 2009]). 
However, there are several issu s. Existence of version space is not always guar-
anteed. If there is no classifier (fro a particular family) that can achieve zero error 
then the version space is empty. I is unclear how to performing generalized binary 
search when the space of classifier is uncountably infinite. How to guarantee, that 
labeling examples to decrease vers on space, also decreases generalization error of a 
classifier trained on the examples or sampled from the final version space)? 
Due to some of these issues, res archers ( [Campbell et al., 2000, Tong and Koller, 
2001]) have considered margin b sed active learning. In these methods, a small 
number of samples is labeled initi lly, and a classifier is trained on this initial set. 
Next, a classifier is evaluated on th unlabeled examples, and an example with lowest 
classification confidence (margin) ~ . labeled. The classifier is retrained with this new 
training example and the process is repeated. However, this method is sensitive to 
bias in the initial labeled set. The process will only label examples in the vicinity of 
the initial set and never explore the full example space. 
The issues with version space methods and margin based active learning motivates 
us to study active learning in the boosting framework. 
6 
1.2.2 Contribution 
Our work on Active Boosted Learning is described in Chapter 2. Boosting is a method 
of combining simple classifiers (weak learners) to construct a complex decision bound-
ary. We develop an active learning algorithm in version space of boosted classifiers. 
The reason for working in the space of boosted classifiers is due to the weak learning 
assumption. The assumption states that for any distribution over a training set there 
exists a weak learner with performance better than random guessing. If weak learn-
ing assumption holds then there exists a boosted classifier with perfect separation 
( [Freund et al., 1996]) therefore guaranteeing a non-empty version space. 
Next, we highlight our major contributions: 
• A novel active learning strategy that reduces the space of feasible boosted clas-
sifiers 
• Characterize reduction rate of the version space in terms of the sign pattern of 
weak learners on the training set 
• Show that under sparsity assumptions our active learning strategy labels loga-
rithmically many examples to achieve performance of a classifier trained on the 
entire training pool 
• Present a practical convex relaxation algorithm that scales polynomially with 
the number of weak learners 
• Demonstrate advantage of our strategy on several datasets, especially its ro-
bustness to initialization bias 
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1.3 Learning with Test-Time Costs 
So far we discussed costs involved during a training phase of a classifier. In this 
section, we introduce costs that arise during testing. 
Assume we collected our data, we employed an expert to label it and trained a 
classifier, F(x). Now, in the field, we would like to use our system to classify unseen 
examples. Recall that in order to obtain measurements , we had to utilize a collection 
of sensors. Let x have K components, and in order to acquire kth component, xk, we 
need a separate sensor. If we use this sensor, we incur a cost of ck. For a particular 
example x , we can define an acquisition cost as a sum of all the sensor costs used in 
making a decision. 
Now, if our classifier F(x) is non-adaptive then, for every decision, we collect all 
the measurements (use every sensor), then the average cost of using F(x) will always 
be the same. 
However, in many applications, some decisions are easy and reqmre only few 
measurements while other decisions are more difficult and require the use of all the 
sensors. We explain the following example to provide some intuition. 
Motivating Example: Consider the problem of classifying whether a luggage bag 
contains a threat (a dangerous object) or not. We have access to two sensors: an 
x-ray imager and a human operator that inspects a bag. An imager is a fast modality 
but may not provide information to correctly classify every bag. A human is slow and 
expensive but has the highest accuracy. Ideally, we would like to use both sensors on 
every example but this is not possible since the delay (or the cost) will be too high. 
An adaptive system will use the imager first and, based on this cheap modality, 
decide whether to classify or to reject (request) the more expensive modality. So only 
the more ambiguous examples will require both the cheap and the expensive sensors, 
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and (hopefully) the majority will be classified using only the cheap modality. 
This is a problem of sequential sensor selection and is studied in Chapter 3. During 
training, all the measurements are assumed to be available, and the objective is to 
minimize the trade-off between average acquisition cost and classification performance 
during testing phase. 
mm Ex,y [error(F) +a cost(F)] 
F 
The trade-off is captured by the a parameter. If a is small then the emphasis is on 
minimizing error and ignoring cost. For large a , sacrifices in error have to be made in 
order to achieve smaller cost. The goal is to learn a system that, for every decision, 
sequentially selects sensors to optimize the above objective. 
1.3.1 Contribution 
In the first part of Chapter 3, we assume that the order in which sensors can be 
used is fixed. This is motivated by systems where the order of the stages is fixed by 
the physics of the problem There are K stages and each stage is associated with a 
sensor. The stages are arranged from the least expensive (least informative) to the 
most expensive (and most informative). The fixed order simplifies the problem to 
learning a decision function at every stage that either decides to classify an example 
using the available measurement or rejects the example to the next stage. 
Our contribution in this setting is the following: 
• Decompose an expected risk for the system in a convenient stage-wise form 
• Approximate the expected risk with a multi-stage empirical risk 
• Parametrize a reject decision: as a disagreement between two biased classifiers in 
the binary setting and as a separate decision function in the multi-class setting 
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• Derive algorithms that minimize the empirical risk by reducing to a series of 
supervised learning problems 
• Deriving generalization error guarantees 
In the last chapter, we investigate sequential decision system in a general setting 
and explore potential directions for future research in this setting. The order of sen-
sors is no longer fixed, and the goal is to learn a system that sequentially selects 
sensors for every decision. We investigate how to combine ideas from imitation learn-
ing with empirical risk minimization to learn a dynamic sensor selection policy. In 
imitation learning, researchers assume existence of an oracle, a near optimal policy. 
An approximate policy is trained to imitate the oracle on the training set. How-
ever, the oracle may be too powerful for an approximate policy to learn to imitate 
successfully. Therefore, we introduce a empirical risk based formulation. Instead of 
learning to match the oracle directly, we utilize the oracle to compute risks of taking 
actions (selecting sensors). Using these risks on the training data, we learn a policy 
to minimize ~ cost-sensitive classification problem. 
1.4 Organization 
The rest of this thesis is organized in the following manner: 
Chapter 2 will describe our work on active boosted learning. We will introduce 
the problem in more detail , summarize related work, explain our active boosted learn-
ing algorithm, provide theoretical results and illustrate performance with numerical 
experiments. 
Chapter 3 will deal with sequential sensor selection. Again, we will explain the 
problem in more detail and describe related work in this area. Then, at first, we 
consider the setting of fixed sensor order. In this setting, we present results on 
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learning sequential reject classifiers in the case of binary classification. Next , we 
extend to a multi-class setting. 
In Chapter 4, we present directions for future research. We investigate how to 
learn a sequential sensor selection system when the order of sensors is not longer 
fixed. 
In Chapter 5, we provide some concluding remarks. 
Proofs that are not found directly after theorems/lemmas are located in the ap-
pendix. 
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Chapter 2 
Active Learning 
The first part of the thesis deals with reducing labeling cost when training decisions 
systems. This area of machine learning is known as active learning. On a high 
level, the problem is to select a small subset of examples to label, from a pool of 
unlabeled data, for training a good classifier. We study the problem in the setting 
of boosted classifiers. In contrast to much of the recent efforts, which has focused on 
selecting the most ambiguous unlabeled example to label based on the current learned 
classifier , our approach is to select examples to maximally reduce the volume of the 
version space of feasible boosted classifiers. We show that under suitable sparsity 
assumptions, this strategy achieves the generalization error performance of a boosted 
classifier trained on the entire data set while only selecting logarithmically many 
unlabeled samples to label. We also establish a partial negative result , in that with 
out imposing structural assumptions it is difficult to guarantee generalization error 
performance. We explicitly characterize our convergence rate in terms of the sign 
pattern differences produced by the weak learners on the unlabeled data. We also 
present a convex relaxation to account for the non-convex sparse structure and show 
that the computational complexity of the resulting algorithm scales polynomially in 
the number of weak learners. We test ActBoost on several datasets to illustrate its 
performance and demonstrate its robustness to initialization. The work presented 
here is partially published in [Trapeznikov et al., 2011]. 
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Organization: In section 2.1, we motivate the problem. In section 2.2, we describe 
active learning problem in more detail. In section 2.3, we provide background mate-
rial. In section 2.4, we describe our Active Boosted Learning method. In section 2.5, 
we present theoretical results. In section 2.6, we provide numerical experiments. 
2.1 Motivation 
Any supervised machine learning algorithm requires a labeled set of examples to train 
a classifier. A labeled example consists of a feature vector and a label indicating its 
class membership. We will only consider binary classification in this work. To obtain 
a label requires an expert to analyze an unlabeled example. Active learning deals 
with the problem of selecting a small subset of unlabeled data for an expert to label 
in order to train a good classifier. In practice, only a small fraction of examples aids 
the learning process. Consider any binary classification example where two classes 
are separated by a boundary. Only the examples in the vicinity of this boundary 
provide useful information for learning the target classifier; the labels for the rest of 
t he examples are not needed. 
To reduce the number of labeled examples is important in situations where a large 
amount of unlabeled data is readily available but labeling it is a costly process. For 
example in medical imaging, many patients undergo various imaging procedures but 
to label a medical image requires a specialist 's time. In luggage scanning applications, 
while many scans of bags may be available, to properly label an object requires 
a human either analyzing the image or physically opening the bag. Any situation 
where labeling is either costly or time consuming can benefit from active learning. 
2.2 Active Learning Problem 
Let us outline a pool-based active learning problem. We are give the following: 
D 
D 0 D 
0 
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Expert 
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Unlabeled Pool Labeled Subset Classifier with 
small error: 
Figure 2·1: Active Learner, in conjunction with an oracle, labels a 
small subset of examples to learn a good classifier 
• Unlabeled training set: {x1,x2, ... ,xM} 
• An oracle or an expert that can reveal associated binary labels for a fixed cost: 
• A supervised learning algorithm that learns a classifier f ( x) E { + 1, -1} from 
a labeled training set 
• A specified budget m: maximum number of labeled examples or oracle calls 
allowed 
We would like to invoke an oracle to label a small subset of examples L c X such 
that ILl ::; m. Let h be a classifier trained on L. The objective for an active learning 
algorithm is to choose m examples to label in order to achieve the best performance 
on the entire dataset: 
M 
L s.~m :::;m ~ l[h(x;);fy;] (2.1) 
The problem is how to label the best m examples in order to achieve low error on 
the entire training pool. This is illustrated in Figure 2·1. 
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Streaming Scenario Another version of active learning is in a streaming setting. 
Here, active learner does not have an ability to query (or choose) examples from a 
pool because the pool is so large that querying becomes computationally intractable. 
Instead, unlabeled examples arrive randomly one at a time. For each arrival a decision 
has to be made: label or not. Once an example has been decided it cannot be revisited 
again. In this work, we will only consider a pool based active learning problem. 
2.3 Background 
Active learning has been well studied by several researchers (see [Settles , 2010]). Most 
approaches are of greedy form. The labeled set is build up iteratively one (or few) 
examples at a time. The decision on which · example to label next is based on the 
previously labeled set. Let V be a set qf l(_lxamples labeled at a time. Initially, £ 0 
. . . 
is an empty set. As an active learner1labels one example at a time, we construct a 
sequence of nested sets: 
(2.2) 
2.3.1 Version Space Methods 
One stream of work is to keep track of so called version space. The space of all 
classifiers (from a particular family) t hat agree with current labeled set . Consider a 
family of classifiers F. The version space at a time t is a set of all classifiers in this 
family that agrees with the current labeled set. 
(2.3) 
We get a similar nested sequence of version spaces for every time: 
(2.4) 
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As more examples are labeled than the version space volume (with respect to some 
measure) decreases. 
This construction assumes a separable scenario: there exists a classifier that cor-
rectly separates all the data in the unlabeled pool: f*(xi) = Yi, i = 1 .. . M. T his 
assumption guarantees a non-empty version space at every iteration. Also note that 
version space at every time also contains the target classifier: f* E vt, t = 1 ... M. 
So a natural approach is to attempt to maximally reduce version space vt with every 
new labeled example. 
version space true classifier 
I oGf>) ~~oro-~-~ DO D 
oo•l oooo l3£j)oo o 
ooel O@f>)J ol• DO D 
ooe ooe©):1l• oo o 
ooe oo•l•o • oo o 
Figure 2·2: Illustration of a generalized binary search on a one di-
mensional example. Each row of points represents a new iteration . 
T he version space consists of threshold classifiers on this interval (rep-
resented by black boxes) . Examples belong to two classes (blue circles 
and red squares). Solid color indicates already labeled examples. The 
green rhombus indicates an unlabeled example that approximately bi-
sects the current version space and is to be labeled next. Generalized 
binary search quickly eliminates a large portion of the version space 
after every new labeled example and converges to the target classifier. 
This idea of reducing the version space in active learning has been considered 
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by several researchers ( [Seung et al., 1992, Gilad-Bachrach et al., 2005, Abe and 
Mamitsuka, 1998, Freund et al., 1997, Tong and Koller, 2001 , Nowak, 2009]) for the 
so called separable case. The Query By Committee ( QBC) of [Freund et al., 1 997] 
is a version space approach described usually in a streaming scenario. The QBC 
selects an unlabeled instance to label if two random classifiers chosen from the version 
space disagree. [Freund et al., 1997] show that if the set of classifiers have a finite VC 
dimension, the classifiers and the unlabeled data points are chosen from a known prior 
distribution, and the so called information gain condition is satisfied, the number of 
examples labeled is small. 
Authors in [Nowak, 2009] present a more general frame for version space active 
learning, known as generalized binary search. Since the goal is to reduce version space. 
As a new example is labeled, it eliminates all the classifiers that do not agree with its 
label. However, since the label is not known beforehand, a generalized binary search 
strategy is to pick an example that approximately halves the version space. This 
implies , the strategy will pick an example such that half of classifiers in the version 
label it as + 1 and the other half will label it -1. Once the true label is revealed, 
half of the space is eliminated. Please refer to Figure 2· 2 for a simple example. 
However, the strategy only works in finite classifier families. Our work on Active 
Boosted Learning will extend the idea of generalized binary search to continuously 
parametrized classifier families. 
2.3.2 Margin Based Methods 
One problem with version space methods is a difficulty in sampling the version space 
for most classifier families. The approaches also do not guarantee a non-empty version 
space implying that a chosen classifier family may not perfectly separate the dataset. 
These issues lead researchers to consider strategies for finding the most am-
biguous/ uncertain examples based on the current learned classifier (see [Campbell 
Update 
Model 
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Label 
Most Uncertain 
Sample 
Figure 2·3: Margin based active learning methods iterate between 
two steps: (1) selecting an unlabeled example that is most ambiguous 
with respect to the current model estimate and (2) labeling the selected 
example and retraining (updating) the model. 
et al., 2000, Tong and Koller , 2001, Nguyen and Smeulders, 2004, Dasgupta and Hsu, 
2008, Guo and Greiner , 2007]) . 
A classifier imposes a boundary in the example space. Proximity to this bound-
ary is one metric of classification confidence. The classifier is less confident on the 
examples located near the boundary and more confident on the examples in the pe-
riphery, so a natural query strategy is to request a label for an example closest to the 
boundary. Iterations of a margin based .strategy is illustrated in Figure 2·4 
The fault in margin based strategies is poor performance in the presence of initial-
ization bias. Initialization bias occurs when the initial labeled set is not representative 
of the entire example space. When a classifier is trained on it, its boundary will be 
a poor estimate of the true one. If only examples closest to this poor boundary are 
labeled then the boundary estimate will not improve or improve very slowly. 
Exploring this method in the Support Vector Machine framework , [Campbell et al., 
2000, Tong and Koller, 2001 ,Schohn and Cohn, 2000] propose a simple algorithm that 
refines a current SVM boundary by querying examples with the smallest margin. 
In [Tong and Koller, 2001], the SVM solution is shown to approximate the center 
of the version space, thus examples lying closest to it were likely to bisect it . The 
effectiveness of the method rests on how well the center of an inscribed circle estimates 
the center of a polyhedron. To overcome this problem, [Gilad-Bachrach et al., 2005] 
presents a Query by Committee in SVM version space using Hit and Run sampling. 
All these methods assume separability in higher dimensional kernel space. However , 
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if this assumption happens to be false, the algorithm loses its theoretical foundation. 
Active learning has also been explored in the context of boosted weak classifiers 
which we will describe in the next section. In this framework, [Abe and Mamit-
suka, 1998] follows the margin learning philosophy in their Query-by-Boosting method 
(QBB). In their method, the query point is the minimizer of the weighted sum of weak 
classifiers. The reasoning is again to select the least confident example. Since each 
weak classifier is a hard decision rule, the strong classifier is a linear combination 
of piecewise constant functions, so the Query-by-Boosting metric lacks the sense of 
distance to the boundary as in the SVM methods, and the method is still sensitive 
to poor initialization. Unfortunately, no performance guarantees for QBB can be 
provided since it suffers from initialization bias as well. For a detailed discussion 
of similiarity between SVM and boosting margin based active learning please see 
Appendix Section A.l 
This suggests to investigate active learning algorithms in the boosting framework 
that do not rely on previous classifier estimates. 
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Figure 2 ·4: Iterations of margin based active learning. Labeled ex-
amples are shown in solid color. The next unlabeled candidate to label 
is outlined by a diamond. This candidate is an example lying clos-
est to the current estimate of the classifier (a ·linear boundary in this 
scenario). Once a new point is labeled, classifier is retrained. 
2.3.3 Other Approaches 
For the agnostic (non-separable) case, [Dasgupta et al. , 2007, Balcan et al., 2009] 
present algorithms independent of any specific classifier family. The algorithms oper-
ate in a streaming scenario where examples arrive sequentially and are either labeled 
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or ignored. The methods eliminate possible hypotheses by employing a region of un-
certainty: a set of examples on which the current set of hypotheses disagrees. The 
algorithms suffer from computational complexity since they require enumeration of 
an entire hypothesis class and a supervised learner that is able to optimize a 0-1 loss. 
In [Beygelzimer et al., 2009] use a different approach that extends to more general 
loss functions (i.e. hinge loss, logistic loss and etc). The algorithm maintains a set 
of candidate hypothesis whose loss is not too great on the current labeled set. This 
set is used to compute a probability of labeling the next arriving example. [Dasgupta 
et al., 2007] redefine version space as: 
ft = arg min error{!, Lt} 
hEVt 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
This modified version space consists of all classifiers that are within ~t error of the 
best classifier in the versions space. However, in practice this version space is hard 
to implement. 
2.3.4 Boosting 
Before we begin explanation of Active Boosted Learning, let us quickly overview a 
type of supervised classification approach known as boosting. For more details and 
discussion, an interested reader can refer to Appendix Section A.2. 
Boosting is a well studied problem on how to combine weak hypotheses to yield a 
strong classification rule. Weak hypothesis is any hard-decision classifier. A weighted 
sum of weak classifiers is one method of boosting for which [Freund et al., 1996] 
provides a simple but powerful algorithm known as Adaboost. 
The objective is to find a linear combination of weak hypotheses. We designate 
weak hypotheses as functions hJ(x) E {+1, -1}. Consider a finite set of weak hy-
• • 
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Figure 2·5: In this illustration, one dimensional thresholds (stumps) 
are linearly combined to produce a more complex boundary 
potheses: 1l = {hj}f=l· We also have a training set: {xi , yi}f!1 , x E X , y E 
{ -1 , +1}. Each training example xi is completely characterized by a binary vec-
tor: h i = [h1 (xi) h2 (xi) .. . hN(xi)JT. Let the weight qj be assigned to the jth weak 
hypothesis. The strong classifier is: f(xi) = sgn(hf q). Figure 2·5 illustrates boost-
ing stumps, one dimensional thresholds, to produce a more complex boundary. The 
optimization problem is to find a weight vector q that minimizes indicator loss: 
M 
min"'"' l{y hr q < O} 
q>O ~ ' ' -
- i=l 
(2.7) 
The weights can be constrained to be nonnegative since we can assumer there exists a 
complement for each weak hypothesis. Since indicator functions are hard to optimize, 
surrogates are used instead. Let C(z) be a convex surrogate that upper-bounds the 
indicator function: 
C(z) ~ l [z:=;o] (2.8) 
The optimization problem changes: 
(2.9) 
Coordinate Descent Boosting Ada-boost is a special case of coordinate descent 
boosting algorithms. Given a cost surrogate C(z), coordinate descent boosting it-
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eratively selects a weak hypothesis hit and a weight %t for that hypothesis that 
minimizes the cost. The final strong classifier consists of the selection from T it-
erations: sgn(.Z::::::;=1 qjthjt (x) ). To perform one coordinate descent iteration requires 
three steps. 
( 1) Find Direction: First, we need to find the coordinate (direction) of maxi-
mum descent. Let be qt- 1 be weight vector at iteration t- 1. We find the negative 
of the part ial derivative of the objective with respect to Qj : 
M 
dj = L -C' (yihf qt-1) Yihij 
i=1 
C'(z ) = 8C'(z) 
az 
Then we pick the coordinate with maximum descent: 
·t d J = arg max j 
J=l.. .N 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
If we find that we cannon descent anymore (djt :::; 0) the we reached the minimum 
and terminate. 
(2) Find Step Size: Second, we need to find the step size ci to take in the 
direction yt. This translates to a line search problem: 
M 
at+1 = argmin L C(yihf qt-1 + ayihjt(x i)) 
a>O 
(2.13) 
i=1 
As before, our cost function C(z) is differentiable. So we take the derivative of the 
· above expression and set it to zero: 
M L -C' (yihf qt-1 + atyih jt (x i) )yihjt (x i) = 0 (2.14) 
i=1 
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Opt imal step size at+1 is the solution to the above equation. In some cases, the 
solut ion can be found analytically. Line search methods such backtracking or newton 
method can be employed. 
(3) Update Step: Finally, we update the current solution (just the jH1th 
component) 
(2.15) 
Weak Learner Assumption [Freund et al. , 1996] Note in order to descent, d1t 
must be positive. This implies the famous weak learner assumpt ion: 
M 
1~8_XNL-C'(yihfqt) Yihj(xi) > 0 i=l (2.16) 
There must exist a weak hypothesis j* such that the weighted gain is greater than 
zero. We can rewrite: 
(2.17) 
We substit ute and get the weak learner assumption: 
(2.18) 
The assumption requires an existence of a weak hypothesis with training error of 
less than half for any positive weights { si}i"!,1 (better than random guessing). Here, 
si = -C'(yih[ q t) and is always positive due to convexity of C(z) 
Note that as long as the weak learner assumpt ion holds, there is always a decent 
coordinate. This implies that the objective function is reduced at every iteration. 
The objective is the sum of cost surrogates C(z). If C(z) is convex then the objective 
function is convex. And if C(z ) approaches zero as z goes to positive infinity then 
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training error will be driven down to zero with the number of iterations. 
Examples of Boosting Algorithms: There are many variations for the cost sur-
rogate C(z). The most popular are found in Ada-boost C(z ) = exp( - z) . Another 
interesting one is Logiboost C(z) = log(l + exp( - z)) . While some experiments sug-
gest Logiboost is more robust to outliers and label noise than Adaboost, since both 
cost functions are convex, . they will both overtrain given enough iterations. 
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2.4 Active Boosted Learning 
Having gained some familiarity with the version space in active learning and boosted 
classifiers, we are ready to explain our active learning algorithm. 
We develop a novel active learner based on boosting. Boosting is a method for 
combining decisions of weak classifiers to form a strong classifier. A strong classifier is 
parameterized by a probability weight vector on the weak classifiers. The significance 
of boosted classifiers is that if the weak learning assumption holds, a probability 
weight vector and the associated strong classifier can be constructed with training 
error essentially equal to zero [Freund et al. , 1996] . 
This feature of boosted classifiers motivates considering an active boosted learner 
based on the version space approach. In our context, the version space is t he set of 
all probability vectors that correctly classify the current labeled training set . 
Our approach is similar in spirit to QBC by [Freund et al. , 1997] but with im-
portant differences. We do not employ a PAC (probably approximately correct) 
framework or the streaming scenario. We do not assume the information gain condi-
tions or bounds on VC dimension. Instead we draw upon margin based generalization 
bounds for boosted classifier. Our analysis draws upon the concept of Generalized 
Binary Search of [Nowak, 2009]. We extend [Nowak, 2009] to the case of continuous 
classifier spaces, more precisely the space of probability vectors on weak learners. We 
explicit ly relate our convergence rate to a function of the hamming distances of the 
weak classifiers. 
Our active boosted learning (ActBoost) algorithm, at each time, selects examples 
to approximately bisect the version space. We establish that the number of labeled 
examples n necessary to reduce the volume of the version space to a fraction E of 
the init ial volume scales as n = O(log ~). ActBoost randomly samples from the ver-
sion space and chooses an example with maximum disagreement among the sampled 
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boosted classifiers. We utilize the Hit and Run algorithm from [Lovasz and Vempala, 
2004] to uniformly sample from a convex body. ActBoost has polynomial computa-
tional complexity in the number of weak learners. Hit and Run has been used for 
SVM active learning by [Gilad-Bachrach et al., 2005]. 
Nevertheless , we show that in the context of boosting, if all the weak hypotheses 
are allowed to contribute to the final ensemble, reduction of version space does not 
guarantee improvement in generalization performance. This motivates imposition 
of sparsity. Sparsity in the number of boosted weak learners has been employed in 
the literature [Taylor et al., 2010] and has been shown to improve generalization. 
We show that under this assumption, our strategy achieves the generalization error 
performance of a boosted classifier trained on the entire data set while only selecting 
logarithmically many unlabeled samples to label. 
2.4.1 ActBoost Algorithm 
We denote by X = {xi}!1, the pool of unlabeled data. We let 1{ = { hj ( · )}f=1 denote 
a finite set of weak classifiers1 . Each weak classifier is a binary valued function hj : 
X ----+ { + 1, -1}. Associated with each example xi E X is a binary label Yi E { -1, 1}, 
which is revealed by querying an Oracle. We introduce the simplex of all positive 
weight vectors Q: 
Q = { (ql, q2, ... ' qN) I t qj = 1, qj 2: 0, j = 1, ... ' N} 
J=l 
(2.19) 
1 ActBoost can be extended to a suitably parameterized continuous space of weak classifiers but 
we consider a finite set for technical simplicity 
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The space of classifiers under consideration is the set of all weighted combinations of 
weak classifiers, namely, we define a classifier parametrized by a weight vector q: 
N 
q(x) := sgn(L hj(x)qj) = sgn(h(xf q) (2.20) 
j=l 
where, h(x) = [h1(x) h2 (x) .. hN(x)]T, q = [q1 , q2 , .. . , qN] and sgn(·) returns the 
sign of its argument. We refer to this set of classifiers as boosted classifiers. 
Our goal is to select a small subset of examples x i E X to label so that boosted 
training on this labeled set leads to a strong classifier, namely that L l[q(xih"Yi] on 
the unlabeled data is small. Let V be the set of labeled training examples at iteration 
t. Our version space is the set of all classifiers parameterized by the vector q that 
correctly classify the labeled training set at an iteration t: 
(2.21) 
Note that under the weak learning assumption [Freund et al., 1996], it is well known 
that there exists a set of weights , %' such that the above set is not empty. 
y2h(x2) .. / 
. ·~·· 
·········· · t ~
yl h(~i )"·················· . . ----
Figure 2·6: Version space is a polyhedron in a high dimensional space. 
New labeled examples appear as new constraints in the version space. 
As more examples are labeled, the version space shrinks 
At every iteration, a new unlabeled example is labeled and added to V, and the 
version space Qt decreases such that: (see Figure 2·6) 
(2.22) 
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We want to maximally reduce the version space at every iteration. To do so we draw 
upon recent ideas from generalized binary search [Nowak, 2009]. Let Ut be a set of 
unlabeled examples at iteration t. The goal is to to pick an x E Ut, so that one half of 
the volume of Qt labels this point + 1 and the other -1. Once the label y is revealed 
half of Qt will be eliminated. (see Figure 2 · 7) 
request label yt 
Figure 2·7: Selecting an example that approximately bisects the cur-
rent version space. Once the label is revealed either (approximate) half 
is eliminated 
If the space Q is discrete then the query strategy is: 
xt = arg min I ""'q(x)l 
xEUt 6 
qEQt 
(2.23) 
In our case, Q being a continuous space of weight vectors our query strategy is to 
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pick: 
xt = arg min j q(x)dq 
xEUt 
(2.24) 
qEQt 
:= argmin IVol(Q~)- Vol(Q~)I 
xEUt 
(2.25) 
where , dq represents the Lebesgue measure on the space of normalized weight vectors: 
Vol(Q~) = j l [q(x)=l]dq (2.26) 
qEQt 
Vol( Q~) = J l[q(x)=- l]dq (2.27) 
qEQt 
The integral is well defined since Qt is a bounded polyhedron and the indicator 
functions described here are Lebesgue measurable. 
2.4.2 Randomly Sampling a Polyhedron: 
The expression in (2.24) is hard to evaluate so we approximate it by uniformly sam-
pling from Qt. (See Figure 2·8) If we draw D random samples q 1 , q2 , .. , qD then 
approximation is the following: 
(2.28) 
This sampling from the version space is related to QBC algorithm of Freund et. 
al. [Freund et al., 1997, Seung et al., 1992] with one principal difference, namely, our 
goal is to find the best example to approximate the volume( s) of the version space2 , 
while [Freund et al., 1997] employs it to determine whether or not an instance is to 
be labeled. 
2Note that the random variable qd(x) is Bernoulli for each x and one can obtain a precise 
approximate characterization for sufficiently large D by using a combination of Chernoff and Union 
bounds. 
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Figure 2·8: Instead of computing a high dimensional integral, vol-
ume and finding an example that achieves the most disagreement IS 
accomplished by drawing random samples 
Since our version space is a bounded polyhedron we can uniformly sample by 
employing the Hit and Run algorithm [Lovasz and Vempala, 2004]. The "Hit" step 
generates a random direction and draws a line in that direction through the interior 
point. The "Run" step generates a new interior point by uniformly sampling along 
the interval defined by the line in the "Hit" step and the boundary of the polyhedron. 
As two steps are repeated, the generated interior points converge to a uniform sample 
from the polyhedron. For a given labeled set, we can employ a phase I optimization 
approach [Boyd and Vandenberghe, 2004] to find a feasible point and a cutting plane 
or barrier method [Boyd and Vandenberghe, 2004] to find a point near the center 
of the polyhedron. Recently, Kannan et. al. [Kannan and Narayanan, 2009] have 
developed techniques which produces a uniformly random sample with complexity 
scaling as O(ILtiN2 ). 
2.4.3 ActBoost vs. Query-by-Boosting (QBB) 
As we described earlier recent effort in active learning has focused on finding examples 
that are most ambiguous for the currently trained classifier. QBB is such an algorithm 
based on boosting. In contrast the ActBoost algorithm is based on finding an example 
that approximately bisects the version space. We use lD example with three clusters 
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Algorithm 1 Hit and Run [Lovasz and Vempala, 2004] 
INPUT: V {labeled set of examples}, Ts { number of iterations}, q0 {initial feasible 
point} 
Qt +-- {q: q E Q, Yixfq ~ Vo ViJxi E V}, Q +-- {q: q ~ 0, 1Tq = 1}, d 0 +-- h1-q0 
{initial direction} w = }N-1 
for s = 1 to Ts do 
z +-- N(O, I), z' +-- [J- wwT]z, d +-- lfzir
2 
{Generate a normal random variable, project it onto a hyperplane parallel to the 
simplex, and normalize to form a random direction } 
T1 f- (qs)i T2 f- (Mtq. - vo); 
~ (-d); ' ~ (- Mtd); 
+ . { . 1 . 2} - L_ { 1 2} a +-- mzn mznr}?.O ri , mznr;?.o ri , a ,----max maxr}<O ri , maxr'f <O ri 
qt +-- Qs + a+ d, q; +-- Qs + a - d {find two endpoints} 
as+-- UNIFORM[O, 1] {generate a uniform random variable on [0, 1]} 
Qs+1 +-- qt as + q; (1 - as) compute new interior point 
end for 
OUTPUT: Qsample +-- Qr. {uniform random sample from Qt} 
Algorithm 2 Active Boosted Learning (ActBoost) 
INPUT: H {problem matrix}, T {number of iterations} 
L0 +-- 0, U0 +--X, Q0 +-- {qJ1Tq = 1, q ~ 0}, t +-- 0 
while t :::::; T do 
q0 +-- init( Qt) {compute initial classifier in version space: q0 E Qt} 
for d = 1 to D do 
qd +-- sample( q0 , Qt) {draw a uni~orm random samples from version space} 
end for 
xt +-- arg minxEUt I .2.::::f=1 qd ( x) I {find the closest bisecting example} 
yt +-- label(xt), Qt+l +-- Qt n { qlyth(xtf q ~ 0} {label and update the version 
space} 
V+1 +-- V u {xt, yt}, Ut+1 +-- ut \ xt, t +-- t + 1 
end while 
OUTPUT: {xi, Yi} E LT {labeled set of examples} 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 
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Figure 2·9: Initialization bias is tested on a lD linear set (in 2.9(a)) 
consisting of three clusters ActBoost and QBB are initialized with ex-
amples drawn only from the first two clusters. Both ActBoost and 
QBB are trained using Adaboost on their respective labeled examples. 
ActBoost is robust to initialization bias while QBB does not find the 
third cluster until all the first two clusters are labeled. 
in Figure 2.9(b) to point out an important attribute of ActBoost , namely, that it 
does not suffer from initialization bias. 
QBB in [Abe and Mamitsuka, 1998]labels an example with the smallest margin 
with respect to the current classifier: 
(2.29) 
(where qt are the weights of the adaboost classifier trained on the labeled data). 
Initial training set L 0 is forced to sample from only the first two clusters. QBB 
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is a margin based algorithm and only queries examples in the vicinity of the current 
boundary estimate. Since the initialization is skewed to omit the third cluster , the 
second boundary is not detected until all the samples in the first two clusters are 
labeled (Figure 2. 9(b)). Act Boost is not affected and starts to query from the third 
cluster much sooner. Margin based classifiers fail to explore the space far from the 
boundary. They heavily rely on the current classifier estimate and become sensitive 
to initialization. 
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2.5 Theory 
Our main result is based on establishing that ActBoost achieves exponential reduc-
tion of version space volume. Nevertheless, Theorem 2.1 shows that if the set of 
weak learners is negation complete, there is no labeling strategy that can guaran-
tee generalization performance. Consequently, structural assumptions on the target 
boosted classifier must be imposed. Under sparsity assumptions, which is practically 
well-motivated, we show that version space reduction results in generalization. 
At stage t suppose V is the set of labeled examples and the version space becomes: 
(2.30) 
We suppose that our weak hypothesis set H = { hj }f=1 is negation complete, 1.e., 
corresponding to each weak learner the hypothesis set admits its complement. 
Theorem 2 .1. Suppose the weak hypothesis set is negation complete and the weak 
learning hypothesis is satisfied. Then for any unlabeled example xk f:: V there ex-
ists q+ , q _ E Qt such that both h(xk)T q+ > 0 and h(xk)Y q_ < 0 are satisfied. 
Consequently, regardless of the labeling strategy and at any stage t it follows that, 
maxq,q'EQt fq(x) - q'(x)[ = 1. 
Thus the version space always contains two classifiers that disagree on any un-
labeled example. This implies that one cannot obtain useful information on the 
unlabeled samples based on the labeled samples. This situation calls for imposing 
additional constraints on the hypothesis set. Generalization ability of boosting has 
been shown to depend on two aspects: the margin [Schapire et al., 1997a] and the 
sparsity in the hypotheses weight vector q [Taylor et al. , 2010] . A boosted subset 
of weak hypotheses achieves better generalization error than an ensemble of a com-
plete set. More so, [Koltchinskii and Panchenko, 2005] showed that generalization 
can be improved if the weights for a subset of weak hypothesis decay to zero at an 
exponential rate. And experimentally, majority of boosting algorithms when trained 
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on common datasets also favor sparse ensembles. Consequently, sparsity and margin 
assumptions on the boosted classifier trained on the entire data set appears to arise 
naturally and we will impose such conditions to relate volume reduction rate to error 
rates in Section 2.5.2. In the following section we quantify volume reduction rates 
when the initial version space is the entire simplex. We then extend these results to 
the sparse setting and relate version space volume to error rates. 
2.5.1 Volume Convergence Rate 
In this section we prove that the ActBoost algorithm has an exponential rate of con-
vergence, namely, that to reduce the version space to an E fraction of its original 
volume requires labeling 0 (log ~) unlabeled points. To establish this fact we in-
troduce the concept of coherence and neighborliness for continuous spaces of weight 
vectors based on concepts developed by [Nowak, 2009] for the generalized binary 
search problem. 
For convenience we introduce the matrix, H to denote, 
(2.31) 
In other words the jth column of the matrix H denotes the sign-pattern for the jth 
weak learner on all the data points , while the ith row denotes the sign pattern of all 
the weak learners on data point xi. We say that xi and Xj are K:neighborly if the 
difference in the sign patterns across all classifiers is smaller than K: 
N 
dh(xi, Xj) = L l [hk(x;)#k(xj)] ::; K 
k=l 
(2.32) 
The significance of K-neighborliness of two data points is described in the following 
important lemma. The lemma provides a connection between the discrete world of 
Hamming distances to volumes on continuous spaces. 
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Lemma 2.2. If x and x' are K-neighbors then, for any Q' c Q, where Q zs as zn 
Equation 2.19, 
1 J 2K + 1 2 l [q(x)#q(x')]dq ::; 2N Vol( Q) (2.33) 
Q' 
where dq is the Lebesgue measure on Q. 
K-Connected Graph: We introduce a graph based on the neighborliness property 
introduced above for later use. We form a graph G with nodes, x E X. Two nodes 
xi, Xj, have an edge if they are K-neighborly. A graph is said to be K-connected if 
the K-NNG3 graph so formed is connected. Note that K-connectedness is a property 
of the matrix H. 
Example: We note that lD stumps are !-connected. Figure 2·10 depicts stump 
classifiers which are our weak classifiers. A lD stump is defined as follows: hj(xi) = 
sgn(xi- tj) , where tj is a threshold. 
hl h2 h3 h4 
PI = .5 P2 = 0 P3 = . 5 ---J---~-----1-----~------t---~----~---
Xl X2 X3 
q(x) = -1 q(x) = +1 q(x) -1 
Figure 2·10: Stump Classifiers 
Finally, we need the notion of coherence. Let Q' C Q, and denote by 
(2.34) 
3K-NNG: Nearest Neighbor Graph where only K-neighborly vertices are connected 
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where, Pi denotes the weight of the ith data point. Note that by construction 0 :::; 
p*(X, Q') :::; 1 and if Q1 C Q2 then p*(X, Q1) :::; p*(X, Q2). 
The significance of the above definition becomes clear in the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.3. Suppose the graph induced by the matrix H is K-connected and 
p*(X, Q') < 1 for some Q' C Q. Then for any p s.t. p* :::; p < 1, one the following 
statements must hold: 
(1) J q(x)dq :::; p Vol(Q') 
Q' 
(2) Vol(Q') < (2K + 1)Vol(Q) 
Np 
(2.35) 
(2.36) 
To build intuition into why the algorithm described in Section 2.4 results in re-
ducing the size of the feasible set note that if at iteration t we have 
J q(x)dq = IVol(Q~)- Vol(Q~)I:::; PtVol(Qt) 
Qt 
for some Pt < 1, where Q~ is the region where q(x) = 1 and Qt_ for q(x) = -1. 
Without loss of generality suppose + 1 is the true label for x. So Qt_ will be eliminated 
ifx is labeled. Then, QH1 = Q~. Substituting Vol(Qt_) = Vol(Qt)- Vol(Q~) we 
obtain: 
IVol(Qt+l)- (Vol(Qt)- Vol(Q~))I:::; PtVol(Qt) 
==} Vol(Qt+ 1 ):::; ( 1 ~ Pt)Vol(Qt) 
(2.37) 
(2.38) 
However, it turns out that the Lemma 2.3 is still insufficient and we need a regularity 
(smoothness) condition. 
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Regularity Condition: Suppose Q C Q such that Vol(Q) 2: (1- ry)Vol(Q ) for 
some fixed constant ry > 0, then for any two data points, x and x' there is an a > 0 
such that, 
J l[q(x)#q(x')]dq 2: a J l [q(x)#q(x' )]dq 
Q Q 
Basically the regularity condition states that the disagreement volume, 
Vd(Q) = J l [q (x)#q(x' )]dq 
Q 
(2.39) 
on the original simplex Q (see Eq. 2.19) cannot change arbitrarily if a small subset of 
Q is removed. In other words, if f}.Q = Q \ Q has small volume then the disagreement 
volume, Vd(f:}.Q) has to be small as well. We are now ready to state our main theorem. 
Theorem 2.4. Consider the algorithm of Section 2.4 where an unlabeled data point 
x E ut is picked at stage t as the minimizer to Equation 2.24 . Further assume 
that the graph induced by the matrix H is K- connected and the assumption given by 
Equation 2.39 is satisfied. Then to reduce the volume of the version space to a fra ction 
E of its original volume requires 
log E 
n=--
log.A 
iterations where 
1 + p* 1 2K + 1 
,\ = max { 2 , 2" ( 1 + ( 1 - a) N )} 
Dealing with Constant Offsets: Constant offsets lead to p* = 1, which implies 
no reduction in version space. To see this consider the lD case in Figure 2·10 with 
stump classifiers. Outer stumps h1 , h4 (bold red) are offsets and are problematic 
because they appear as columns of either all 1 's or all -1 's in the problem matrix 
H. Note t hat for this situation p* = 1 since all the weight can be assigned to q1 or 
q4 . However, if the stumps h1 and h4 are removed it can be easily seen that p* = 0. 
This example generalizes to stumps in multiple dimensions. This scenario makes 
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sense: if the target classifier is the outer stump then in our search process no query 
helps in significantly reducing the version space, and every example has to be labeled. 
However, completely removing the outer stumps may degrade the classification ability 
of the hypothesis set. Instead, we assume that the good boosted classifier does not 
concentrate all of its weight on the problematic stumps. Let Ip be the problematic 
set, and the augmented version space 
Q' = Q n { ql L q1 :::: 7J} 
jElp 
for some fraction 7]. Maximization of q in (2.34) will be over the augmented version 
space Q', and q will no longer be able to put all the weight on the outer stumps 
resulting in p* strictly less than one. This constraint is equivalent to an assumption 
that the target classifier will not be trivial and will not exclusively consist of outer 
stumps. 
2.5.2 Error Convergence 
In this section we will discuss how reduction in version space Q is related to gen-
eralization error. Based on our earlier arguments we impose sparsity and margin 
constraints on the target boosted classifier, namely, 
(2.40) 
for all xi E X and for some B > 0 and where II · llo is the so called f 0 norm and 
characterizes the number of non-zero elements in the vector q. Under the margin 
constraints [Schapire et al. , 1997a] has shown that the generalization error scales as 
oeog J~~~gp) ~. Consequently, our problem reduces down to labeling sufficiently many 
points such that every element in our version space satisfies the margin constraint. 
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Our goal is to reduce the sparse version space such that 
Note that the set Sis made of (~) p-sparse disjoint simplices. For notational conve-
nience we denote 
Our modified query strategy is to find an example to bisect the sparse version space: 
(~) 
x* = arg min ~ J q(x) dP(q) 
xEUt D 
r=l qEsr 
(2.41) 
Note that our modified algorithm accounts for sparsity 4 of the target boosted classifier 
but does not assume knowledge of e. Analogous to the setup for volume reduction 
on the entire simplex in Section 2.5.1 we define p* as 
p*(X, S') = min sup I L q(xi)Pi l, for S' C S. 
2::; p;=l,p;2':0 qES' 
x ;EX 
(2.42) 
and ,\=max{ 1+{, ~(1 + (1- a) 21~t )}. Define, 
f(e,p) = inf Vol({q E S lllq- q*lll :S ej2}) 
q* ES 
(2.43) 
where volume is taken with respect to the Lebesgue measure on the p sparse subspace. 
Theorem 2.5. Consider the strategy where an unlabeled data point X E ut is picked 
at stage t as the minimizer to Equation (2.41) and suppose the regularity conditions 
of Theorem 2.4 are satisfied for the sparse set S. Let the number of stages n and 
hence the number of labeled samples satisfy 
log (N) +log f(J l 
n > P ,p 
- log± (2.44) 
4Here, we assume that the true sparsity pis known. 
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Then for all q E sn, it follows that 
1 
p b( ( ) _j_ ) < 0 (log [X[logp log(1/b)) 2 ro q x 1 y _ {P[X[ + [X[ (2.45) 
with probability 1- b for a b > 0 and where [X[ is the size of the unlabeled data pool. 
Figure 2·11 illustrates implication of our modified algorithm on Figure 2.9(a) for 
increasing knowledge of sparsity. 
~ 70 ~ 
a 6o (.) 
<( 
Q) 
(/) 
co () 
---100% 
-a-50% 
---25% 
-10% 
10 20 30 40 50 
Training Samples (#) 
Figure 2·11: Accuracy of the worst case classifier vs. #labeled exam-
ples. For each curve, only the specified fraction of hypotheses is allowed 
in the version space. The true sparsity of the target classifier is 3%. 
Convex Surrogate: To reduce the sparse subset instead of the full version space 
is combinatorially hard because the integral in Equation (2.41) has to be enumerated 
for every p-sparse segment and p is also unknown. If we convexify this problem, 
then ActBoost amounts to reducing the convex hull of the sparse subspace at every 
iteration. To see this let st = { q E Qt [ [[q0 [[ = p }. Instead of selecting an example 
to bisect a non-convex subspace st , suppose we reduce the convex hull of St: C(St) . 
Note that Q = C(S) and for a set of labeled examples: Qt ~ C(St). At t + 1, if we 
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select an example to reduce the version space Qt, it will also reduce C(St+1 ): 
(2.46) 
While we can reduce the convex hull of st, we cannot guarantee that the subspace 
st is also reduced by the same amount. However, our simulations demonstrate that 
reducing the full version space results in generalization. 
2.5.3 LP for Bounding Coherence 
In Theorem 1 we saw that coherence (see Eq. 2.34) controls the convergence. In this 
section we present a linear programming solution for computing the coherence. First , 
we have the following result. 
Lemma 2.6. Let p*(Q', X) be as in (2.34) and suppose the set of weak classifiers 
is balanced, namely, for each kj ( ·) E 1i there is a corresponding element hk (.) = 
-hj(·) E H. Then, 
(1) p*(Q', X < 1 ==? ::lz 2 0, z -j- 0, zTH = 0 
(2) ::lq E Q' , q 2 0, Hq 2 0 ==? p*(Q', X)= 1 
(2.47) 
(2.48) 
Note that an example of b lanced set of classifiers are stumps described in the 
previous section. While the a ove lemma characterizes when p* < 1, it does not 
directly help in finding a boun . To this end we consider the following LP and its 
corresponding dual. 
max v, st. Hq 2 v, 1 T q = 1, q 2 0 {::} 
v,q 
min 7f, s.t. zTH ::; 7f, 1 T z = 1, z 2 0 
7r,Z 
If the value of the primal or d al is less than zero then p* (X, Q') is less than one. 
The dual variable z is the prob bility distribution on the examples. Notice that the 
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constraint 1 T z = 1 imposes spi rsity. Only the examples with a corresponding non-
zero Zi are active constraints in he primal. The examples with zero Zi can be removed 
and the solution of the problem will not change. In the expression (2.34), we can put 
equal weights Pi only on the e)ltamples with non-zero zi · Suppose the cardinality of 
the support of z is l , then a boll nd o
1
n p* follows: 
"" * l-1 1 2 p* ::; ~E~ I L..t 1 (xi)yl ===} p ::; 1-z- -yl = 1 -y (2.49) 
i i>.;>O 
where we have used the fact t~at p* < 1. This implies that q(x) cannot have the 
same sign for all x E X. Note t l at as the sparsity of z increases, p* decreases. 
2.5.4 Undersampling vs. I versampling 
The convergence rate in Theore 1 depends on how large a K is necessary to ensure 
K-connectedness. To build intuition, consider a 1D stump example with three stumps 
h1 , h2 , h3 and four training sa, ples x1 , x 2, x 3, x4. Each row h(x~) in the matrix in 
Figure 2.12(a) captures how ea 1h example is classified. Note that K = 1 is sufficient 
to ensure connectedness. 
Suppose we oversample our · eak hypotheses by adding three more stumps in bold 
red (Figure 2.12(b)). Now performing the same graph construction and reduction, 
then we need K = 3 to ensje connectedness. Since the value K increases this 
directly leads to a reduction of l ggregate convergence rate A. This implies that if we 
demand too much resolution in lour target classifier and do not have an appropriately 
dense training set then the n mber of iterations increases exponentially with the 
disagreement factor K. Notic that the opposite case of oversampled training set 
does not hurt as it increases th set of possible queries. Note that increase in K here 
is a direct outcome of redunda t weak learners. Consequently, these weak learners 
can be removed in simple cases ut for more complicated cases this reduction may be 
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hi h2 h3 
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X2 + 
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(a) Undersampled 
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XI 
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X2 + 
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(b) Oversampled 
Figure 2 ·12: The para eter K required for maintaining graph connect-
edness in the case of undersampled and oversampled weak learners. For 
each case shown: lD datfset with stumps, the problem matrix H and the 
neighborly graph reductio' . Oversampling weak learners results in increase 
inK 
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non-trivial. 
2.6 Experiments 
We compare three algorithms rj ndom query strategy (RANDOM), QBB from [Abe 
and Mamitsuka, 1998] and ActEoost. RANDOM uniformly samples a random x;andom 
from the unlabeled pool Ut at time t. QBB relies on the Adaboost solution q; = 
adaboost(Lt), computed on the ' urrent labeled set V: xQBB = arg minxEUt lh(x)T q;1. 
All three algorithms are then tr ined using Adaboost on their respective labeled sets. 
Note ActBoost operates on the ull version space in the simulation without knowledge 
of the sparsity. 
The ActBoost algorithm h : several parameters: number of samples D drawn by 
the Hit and Run algorithm, th number of iterations to generate one sample for the 
Hit and Run algorithm, initial si e of the labeled set L 0 (necessary for comparison with 
QBB). Figure 2.14( a) demonst 'ates performance vs D. As expected, more samples 
result in better performance as he query comes closer to bisecting the version space. 
Changing the number of iterati ns for the Hit and Run algorithm does not have much 
affect on performance confirmi g that the sampling has a quick mixing time. 
For each simulation an unl beled training pool X of 200 is sampled uniformly 
from a dataset. Each simulat·on is averaged over 100 trials. For all simulations, 
the number of sampled classifi rs is fixed at D = 8. 5 We chose to use Adaboost 
to train a classifier on the labeled set at every iteration. We then compared the 
performance of QBB, ActBoost and Random. Observe that the goal of active learning 
is to achieve performance of an ntire training set while labeling and learning on only 
a fraction of examples. Followi g this philosophy, at each iteration, we compute the 
error against the entire trainin . pool X. Similar performance evaluation on 'query 
5 D = 16 shows small improvemen , but D = 8 is used to speed up computation 
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data' for QBB is employed in Abe and Mamitsuka, 1998]. Since the labeled set of 
points is r elatively small compared with the amount of unlabeled data, this also serves 
as a characterization of the ge eralization performance. 
We use stumps for weak hy otheses as defined previously. For a given dataset of 
size Bin JRDx, there are 2(B + 1)Dx possible weak hypotheses. However , if the data 
examples are categorical or int gers then the number of stumps can be significantly 
reduced by eliminating redund ncies. ActBoost is tested on several datasets from the 
UC Irvine Machine Learning Repository (except for synthetic). 
2.6.1 Unbiased Initializat"on: 
The initial set L 0 is resampled at every trial to avoid any initialization bias (which 
is addressed next). BOX and ANANA are two dimensional datasets (see suppl.), 
MUSHROOM is a 22 dimensi ' nal dataset. On the 2D datasets, we illustrate the 
advantage of learning in spars version space (Fig 2.15(b) 2.15(a)). Instead of the 
entire space, ActBoost(sp) operates only on the 10% of the weak hypotheses. This 
subset also contains the true parse support which is determined by training with 
an entire pool labeled. As olr theoretical results suggest , ActBoost(sp) achieves . 
better performance than ActBl ost. The experiments in Fig 2·15 only show marginal 
advantage of ActBoost since he initialization bias is removed by averaging. The 
simulations also support the egative result of Theorem 1: a reduction of version 
space of the full ensemble does not guarantee a decrease in generalization error. 
2.6.2 Biased Initializatio : 
We further illustrate the robu tness of ActBoost to initialization bias (see Section 
2.4.3). We transform a multi- lass dataset into a binary dataset consisting of three 
clusters. IRIS is a four dime sional dataset of three classes. Classes 1 and 3 are 
combined into one class to for a binary dataset consisting of three clusters. DER-
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Figure 2 ·13: Two datasets: Gaussian Clusters 2.13(a), 
Box Dataset 2.13(b), Ba.uc~ua. Dataset 2.13(c) 
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Figure 2·14: Paramet r Selection: Accuracy vs # labeled examples 
as a function of ActBo ,st classifier samples D , more samples provide 
a better approximation of the GBS metric integral, resulting in better 
performance. (2.14(a)) and as a function of Hit and Run iterations 
(HT): changing HT do s not change performance. 2.14(b) 
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version space and perfo ms better than ActBoost which operates on the 
full version space. Mult"variate Dataset: MUSHROOM (2.15(c)). Act-
Boost does not show si · nificant performance improvement over QBB. 
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MATOLOGY has 34 dimensio sand 5 classes. Similarly, we designate the first three 
classes as clusters and combine the first and third to form two classes. SOY has 35 
dimensions and 19 classes. We m.se classes 4, 8, 14 as clusters to form a binary dataset. 
Gaussian Clusters is a synthetJ two dimensional dataset consisting of three clusters. 
(see suppl.) For each experime 1t (Fig 2·16), we force the initial set L 0 to be sampled 
from only the first two clusters. This approach simulates the worst case init ialization 
bias. For all datasets, ActBoos remams robust while QBB does not locate the third 
cluster until the first two are e hausted. 
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Chapter 3 
Sequential Sensor Selection 
In this chapter we develop a frarework for a sequential decision making under budget 
constraints for classification. Dlfferent sensors have varying costs for acquisition, and 
these costs account for delay, t hroughput or monetary value. Consequently, we seek 
methods for maximizing perforbance of the system subject to budget constraints. 
We consider a scenario whe e the order in which sensors are utilized is given. So 
for each example, a sensor is fi st chosen for acquiring measurements and then based 
on the available information o e decides (to reject) to seek more measurements from 
the next sensor or to termina e by classifying the example based on the available 
information. We formulate am lti-stage empirical risk objective and learn sequential 
decision functions from trainin · data. 
We study this problem in e setting of binary classification. We show that the 
optimal reject classifier at eac stage is a combination of two binary classifiers, one 
biased towards positive exam les and the other biased towards negative examples. 
We use this parameterization o construct stage-by-stage global surrogate risk , de-
velop an iterative algorithm in the boosting framework and present convergence and 
generalization results. 
Next , we extend our work t 1 a multi-class setting. We show that reject decision at 
each stage can be posed as as pervised binary classification. We develop an iterative 
framework and for this param 'terization derive bounds for the VC dimension of the 
multi-stage system to quantify he generalization error. We test our work on synthetic, 
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medical and explosives detectio datasets. Our results demonstrate that substantial 
cost reduction without a signifi ant sacrifice in accuracy is achievable. 
The work presented here i partially published in [Trapeznikov and Saligrama, 
2013, Trapeznikov et al., 2013, Trapeznikov et al. , 2012]. 
Organization: In sections 3.1, we describe the setting of ordered sequence of stages. 
Section 3.2 summarized our co tribution on sequential reject classifiers. Section 3.3 
describes related work. In se tion 3.4, we present our work on sequential reject 
classifiers in a binary classifica ion setting. Section 3.5 extends this to a multi-class 
setting. 
3.1 Ordered Sequenc of Sensors 
In many applications, decision ystems are composed of an ordered sequence of stages. 
Each stage is associated with a sensor or a physical sensing modality. Typically, a less 
I 
informative sensor is cheap (or ast) while a more informative sensor is either expensive · 
or requires more time to acqui ,e a measurement. In practice, a measurement budget 
(or throughput constraint) doe · not allow all the modalities to be used simultaneously 
in making decisions. The goal in these scenarios is to attempt to classify examples 
with low cost sensors and limi the number of examples for which more expensive or 
time consuming informative se sor is required. 
Modern passenger screeni g systems for explosives detection employ a suite of 
sensors such as X-ray backsca ,ter scanners (cheap & fast), millimeter wave imagers 
(expensive & low-throughput) , magnetometers, video, IR imagers in different bands, 
and/or physical (human) search. Such systems must maintain a throughput con-
straint in order to keep pace r ith arriving traffic. In clinical diagnosis, doctors use 
a suite of sensors for detectin and assessing the severity of (breast cancer) mam-
mographic mass lesions (malic'ous or benign) including genetic markers, CT images 
cheap/fast 
sensor 
_. fl( 
1 
classify 
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!2( 
1 
classify 
)r~ reject ..... ____. 
slow/costly 
sensor 
jK( ) 
1 
classify 
Figure 3·1: Multi-St ge System consists of K stages. Each stage is 
a classifier with a rejec1 option. The system incurs a penalty of ck+l 
at kth stage if it rejects to seek more measurements. The kth classifier 
only sees the first k senl. ing modalities in making a decision. 
from different views, 3-D CT t ·mographic reconstructions, optical tomography imag-
ing, ultra.9ound imaging, elastof aphy imaging, manual palpation, and biopsy, among 
others. Many of these sensors provide imagery input for individual human radiologist 
scoring. The different sensing odalities have diverse costs, in terms of health risks 
(radiation exposure) and monr ary expense. Consequently, we associate each stage 
with a new sensing modality with higher costs associated with later stages. 
An important aspect of ho eland security and medical diagnosis applications is 
that each sensors/modality pr ·duce high dimensional measurements (such as images 
(X-Rays etc)). So, not only ar~ the underlying distributions for the sensor measure-
ments under different classes hot known, but impossible to estimate from training 
data due to the inherent "curs of dimensionality." 
Many such examples share common structure (see Figure 3·1), and we list some 
of its salient aspects below: 
(A) Sensors & Ordered tages: Each stage is associated with a new sensor 
measurement or a sensing mod · lity. Multiple stages are an ordered sequence of sensors 
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or sensor modalities with later tages corresponding to expensive or time-consuming 
measurements. In many situati ns, there is often some flexibility in choosing a sensing 
modality from a collection of p · ssible modalities. In these cases, the optimal choice 
of sensing actions also becomes an issue. While our methodology can be modified to 
account for this more general se ting, we primarily consider a fixed order of stages and 
sensing modalities in this chapt r. Many of the situations we have come across consist 
of a handful of sensors or sensiJ g modalities. Consequently, for these situations, the 
problem of choosing a fixed senror ordering is not justified since one could by brute 
force enumerate and optimize over the different possibilities. We consider extensions 
to adaptively select the order of odalities for every data example in the next chapter. 
(B) Reject Classifiers: Ou sequential decision rules either attempt to fully clas-
sify an instance at each stage o "reject" the instance on to the next stage for more 
measurements in case of ambig ity. For example, in explosives detection, a decision 
rule in the first stage, based o IR scan, would attempt to detect whether or not 
a person is a threat and identi the explosive type/location in case of a threat. If 
the person is identified as a th eat at the first stage it is unnecessary (and indeed 
dangerous - the explosive could be detonated) to seek more information. Similarly in 
I 
medical diagnosis if a disease is diagnosed at an early stage, it makes sense to begin 
early treatment rather than wai[,ing for more conclusive tests. 
(C) Information vs. Compu ation: Note that our setup can only use the partial 
measurements acquired up to a stage in making a decision. In other methods, such 
as detection cascades ( [Viola ar d Jones, 2001]), the full measurement and therefore 
all the information is available ro every stage. Therefore, any region in the feature 
space can be carved out with more complex regions in the measurement space, or 
equivalently complex features cj n be extracted but with higher costs. In contrast, we 
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have only partial (or information) and so any feature or classifier that 
we employ has to be agnostic unavailable measurements at that stage. 
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Figure 3·2: Ad '-"U'""'E·~ of a 2 stage classifier: 10 samples, binary 
(squares, circles). red line is the optimal decision when using 
only 1st stage modality The blue line is optimal if using both. The 
curve is classification vs. samples rejected (cost) The red point 
corresponds to everything at stage 1. The blue corresponds 
to rejecting everything classifying using both modalities. The green 
is a partial reject str . The samples outside the green region are 
classified using only the st modality, and samples inside the region are 
rejected to stage 2 and classified using both modalities. Note that 
blue and green have same error, while the reject strategy (green) 
has to use 2nd stage only for ~ of examples, reducing the cost 
by a factor of 2. 
The two stage example in 3·2 illustrates some of the advantages of our 
scheme over the alternative "'"~JLcou.~co that first acquires measurements from all the 
sensing modalities, which we to as the centralized classifier. A reject classifier 
utilizes the 2nd stage sensor for a fraction of the data but achieves the same 
performance as the 
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3.2 Contribution: Se uential Reject Classifiers 
Our work is based on the so calle Prediction Time Cost Reduction approach ( [Kanani 
and Melville, 2008]). Specific ly, we assume a set of training examples in which 
measurements from all the sens rs or sensing modalities as well as the ground truth 
labels are available. Our goal is to derive sequential reject classifiers that reduce cost 
of measurement acquisition an error in the prediction (or testing) phase. 
We show that this sequentir l reject classifier problem can be formulated as an 
instance of a partially observab~e Markov Decision Process (POMDP) ( [Bertsekas, 
2005]) when the class-specific pr · bability models for the different sensor measurements 
are known. In this case the op imal sequential classifier can be cast as a solution to 
a Stochastic Dynamic Program (DP). The SDP solution is a sequence of stage-wise 
optimization problems, where ach stage problem is a combination of the cost from 
the current stage and the cost- o-go function that is carried on from later stages. 
Nevertheless , class probabil ty models are typically unknown; our scenarios pro-
duce high-dimensional sensor d ta (such as images). Consequently, unlike some of the 
conventional learning approach s ( [Ji and Carin, 2007]) , where probability models are 
first estimated to solve POMDPs, we have to adopt a non-parametric discriminative 
learning approach. We utilize I ,he structure _of the POMDP solution to empirically 
approximate the value of the co t-to-go function only at a discrete subset of the data-
space. Next, instead of interp 'lating or parameterizing the cost-to-go function and 
learning it from data, we for ulate an empirical discriminative objective that uti-
lizes point-wise cost-to-go cstit ates evaluated on the training set and directly learn 
sequential decision rules that l inimize this objective. Using this decomposition, we 
formulate a novel multi-stage e pected risk minimization (ERM) problem. 
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3.3 Related Work 
The subject of this paper is no new and has been studied in the Machine Learning 
community as early as [MacKa[' 1992). Our work is closely related to the so called 
prediction time active feature a quisition approach in the area of cost-sensitive learn-
ing. The goal there is to make s · quential decisions of whether or not to acquire a new 
feature to improve prediction a curacy. We summarize the important categories: 
3.3.1 Single Stage Reject eassifiers 
Our paper is also closely related to the topic of reject classifiers, which has also 
been investigated. However, il the literature reject classifiers have been primarily 
considered in a single stage see ario. In the Bayesian framework , [Chow and Chow, 
1970) introduced Chow's rule £ r classification. It states that given an observation x 
and a reject cost b and J class s, reject x if the maximum of the posteriors for each 
class is less than the reject cost , maxk=LJ P(y = j\x) < 8. In the context of machine 
learning, the posterior distribu ions are not known, and a decision rule is estimated 
directly. One popular approach · s to reject examples with a small margin. Specifically, 
in the context of support vector Fachine classifiers, [Yuan and Casasent, 2003,Bartlett 
et al. , 2008, Rodriguez-Diaz a~d Castanon, 2009, Grandvalet et al. , 2008), define a 
reject region to lie within a smah distance (margin) to the separating hyperplane and 
embed this in the hinge loss o the SVM formulation. [El-Yaniv and Wiener, 2011) 
proposes a reject criteria moti ated by active learning but its implementation turns 
out to be computationally im ( actical. In contrast , we consider multiple stages .. rof 
reject classifiers. We assume a error prone second stage which occurs in such fields 
as threat detection and medica imaging. 
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In a Bayesian setting, probabili y models are either known or the data is sufficiently 
low-dimensional that these mo els can be reliably estimated. Under these assump-
tions, [Ji and Carin, 2007, Ka oor and Horvitz, 2009] model the decision process 
and infer feature dependencies while taking acquisition costs into account. [Sheng 
and Ling, 2006, Bilgic and Getom, 2007, Zubek and Dietterich, 2002] study strategies 
for optimizing decision trees w lile minimizing acquisition costs. The construction is 
usually based on some purity mJtric such as entropy. [Kanani and Melville, 2008] pro-
pose a method that acquires an attribute if it increases an expected utility. However, 
all these methods require estimating a probability likelihood that a certain feature 
value occurs given the features collected so far. While surrogates based on classi-
fiers or regressors can be empl yed to estimate likelihoods, this approach requires 
discrete, binary or quantized at ributes. In contrast, our problem domain deals with 
high dimensional measurement : (such as images consisting of thousands of pixels), 
so estimating probability densit ' es reliably is not possible. Instead, we develop a dis-
criminative learning approach af d formulate a multi-stage empirical risk optimization 
problem to reduce measuremen ' costs and misclassification errors. 
3.3.3 Discriminative Learrng Approaches 
Our approach is the first framJwork to analyze the design of multi-class sequential 
decision systems in a non-Baye,sian setting. Multiple stages of margin based reject 
classifiers have been considerel in a time efficient feature extraction (TEFE) algo-
rithm by [Liu et al., 2008] in th . context image classification. This method employs a 
sequence of SVMs, each operati 1 g on features of increasing computational complexity. 
The ma~n contribution of the ork in [Liu et al., 2008] is in efficient training of each 
stage; the solution of previous tage is used to initialize SVM optimization problem 
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of the following stage. However, the method uses a myopic strategy that . does not 
take into account the performaJ ce of the entire system in learning the decisions. We 
compare this myopic strategy ib the Experiments section and demonstrate signifi-
cantly better performance. Besides the method mentioned above, we are not aware 
of any other approaches that see to reduce measurement budget in a multi-stage and 
multi-class setting and are able to handle large dimensional training data. 
Detection Cascades Our mJ lti-stage sequential reject classifiers bears close resem-
blance to detection cascades. T l ere is much literature on cascade design (see [Zhang 
and Zhang, 2010,Chen et al., 20i2] and references therein) but most cascades roughly 
follow the set-up introduced by [Viola and Jones, 2001] to reduce computation cost 
during classification. At each stl ge in a cascade, there is a binary classifier with a very 
high probability of correct dete tion and a mediocre probability of false alarm. Each 
stage makes a partial decision; 1 t either detects an instance as negative or passes it 
on to the next stage. Only the 1]1 st stage in the cascade makes a full decision, namely, 
whether the example belongs to a positive or negative class. 
There are several fundame tal differences between detection cascades and our 
multi-stage reject classifiers. A key difference is the system architecture. Detection 
cascades make partial binary decisions, delaying a positive decision until the final 
stage. In contrast, multi-stage eject classifiers can make full classification decisions 
at any stage. Conceptually, thi distinction requires a fundamentally new approach; 
detection cascades work becau · e their focus is on unbalanced problems with few 
positives and a large number of negatives; and so the goal at each stage is to admit 
large false positives with neglig· le missed detections. Consequently, each stage can 
be associated with a binary clasFification problem that is acutely sensitive to missed 
detections. In contrast , our sc~eme at each stage is a composite scheme composed 
of a classifier as well as a rejectlon decision. The rejection decision is itself a binary 
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classification problem. In prac ice, multi-stage reject classifiers arise in important 
areas such as medical diagnosis nd explosives detection (item (B)). As a performance 
metric detection cascades tradTff missed detections at the final stage with average 
computation. Multi-stage rejeat classifiers tradeoff average misclassification errors 
against number of examples th It reached later stages (i.e. required more sensors or 
sensing modalities). For these reasons it is difficult to directly compare algorithms 
developed for multi-stage reject classifiers to those developed for detection cascades. 
Nevertheless, our goals and re ulting algorithms are similar to some of the issues 
that arise in cascade design (ser [Chen et al., 2012] and references therein), namely, 
perform a joint optimization fo all the stages in a cascade given a cost structure for 
different features. 
3.3.4 Other Cost Sensitiv Methods 
Network intrusion detection sy terns (IDS) is an area where sequential decision sys-
tems have been explored. (see [ ' an et al., 2000,Lee et al., 2002,Cordella and Sansone, 
2007]). In IDS, features have di erent computation costs. For each cost level, a rule-
set is learned. The goal is to re as many low cost rules as possible. In a related 
set-up, [Fan et al., 2002, Wangl .t al., 2003] consider a more general ensemble of base 
classifiers and explore how to 1 inimize the ensemble size without sacrificing perfor-
mance. In the test phase, for a sample, another classifier is added to the ensemble if 
the confidence of the current c assification low. Here, similar to detection cascades, 
the goal is to reduce computati n time. 
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3.4 Sequential Reject Classifiers in a Binary Setting 
Let us first examme a sequenttal decision in the binary setting. It allows for an 
intuitive parametrization of a r ject option which we describe next. We will revisit 
the multi-class setting later. 
We will first analyze the pr 1 blem in the setting when all the probability models 
are known. When probability models are known, optimal strategies are given by 
the SDP solution, but it is un ,lear how to mimic these strategies in t he empirical 
setting. However , if we restric ourselves to a binary classification setting then we 
can transform reject decisions Jnto binary classification problems. Specifically, we 
show that the optimal reject cl ssifier at each stage is a combination of two binary 
classifiers, one biased towards p sitive examples and the other biased towards negative 
examples. The disagreement re , ion of the two then defines the reject region. 
We then approximate this mpirical risk with a global surrogate. We present 
an iterative solution and demo 1 strate local convergence properties. The solution is 
obtained in a boosting framewo k. We then extend well-known margin-based gener-
alization bounds ( [Schapire et : l. , 1997b]) to this mult i-stage setting. We tested our 
methods on synthetic, medical nd explosives datasets. Our results demonstrate an 
advantage of multistage classifi rs: cost reduction without a significant sacrifice in 
accuracy. 
3.4.1 Problem Formulation 
Let ( x , y) E X x { -1 , + 1} be 1' istri buted according to an unknown distribution V. 
A data point has K features , = {XI, x2, . . . , x K}, and belongs to one of 2 classes 
indicated by its label y E { + 1, l 1}. A kth feature is extracted from a measurement 
acquired at kth stage. xk is a~owed to be a vector. We define a truncated feature 
vector at kth stage: x k = {x i , ~2 , ... xk} . Let X k be the space of the first k features 
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such that xk E Xk. 
The system has K stages, t e order of the stages is fixed, and kth stage acquires 
a kth measurement. At each stage, k, there is a decision with a reject option, Jk. It 
can either classify an example, r' ( x') : X' -+ {-1, + 1}, or delay the decision until 
the next stage, Jk(xk) = r and ·ncur a penalty of o:ck. Here, r indicates the "reject" 
decision. Jk has to make a decis ' on using only the first k sensing modalities. The last 
stage K is terminal, a standard classifier. 
Also note that the true cost ck is multiplied by a trade-off parameter o:. This is 
necessary because error and cost are in different units and are not directly comparable. 
By controlling o:, we can move he emphasis between error and cost. 
Define the system risk to be 
K 
R(f1 , ... ,f ,x, y) = LSk(xk)Rk(fk ,xk,y) (3.1) 
k=l 
Here, Rk is the cost of classifyin at kth stage, and Sk(xk) E {0, 1} is the binary state 
variable indicating whether x h : s been rejected up to kth stage. 
O:Ck 1, Jk(xk) = r 
Wp, Jk(xk) = 1, 1\y=-1, 1\ Jk(xk) i= r 
Rk(xk , y , Jk) = (3.2) 
Wn , Jk(xk) = -1, 1\ y = 1, 1\ Jk(xk) i= r 
0, otherwise 
So if x is active and is misclass'fied, the penalty is either Wp or Wn· If it is rejected 
then the system incurs a penal y of o:ck+l, and the state variable for that example 
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remains at 1. 
(3.3) 
else 
3.4.2 Bayesian Setting 
In this section, we will digress fr<Dm the discriminative setting and analyze the problem 
under the assumption that the nderlying distribution V is known. In doing so, we 
hope to discover some fundam ntal structure that will simplify our empirical risk 
formulation in the next section. 
If Vis known the problem r duces to an POMDP, and the optimal strategy is to 
minimize the expected risk, 
(3.4) 
If we allow arbitrary decision fu ctions then we can equivalently minimize conditional 
risk, 
(3.5) 
This problem- by appealing to dynamic programming-remarkably reduces to a sin-
gle stage optimization problem for a modified risk function. To see this , we denote 
the cost-to-go, 
Note that we do not use the st ndard POMDP information sufficient statistic P(y I 
xk). Instead, we use the information history, xk. This is another sufficient statistic, 
which does not require the knoL ledge of the distributions. 
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We also define the modified ' isk functional , 
Wp, fk(xk) = 1 1\ y = -1 1\ Jk(xk) =I= r 
Rk(xk , y, J\ bk) = (3.7) 
Wn, Jk(xk) = -1 1\ y = 1 1\ Jk(xk) =I= r 
0, otherwise 
and prove the following theore, . To simplify our discussion, we consider equal error 
penalties: wp = Wn = 1. Howevr , our approach can be easily extended to unbalanced 
error penalties as we will demor trate in the experiments section. 
Theorem 3.1. The optimal so ution jl, P, ... jK to the multi-stage risk in Eq. 3. 5 
decomposes to single stage opti ization, 
and the solution is: 
Proof. 
{
+1 , 
fk(xk) = -1, 
reject 
P(y = 1 I xk) > 1- bk(xk) 
P(y = 1 I xk) < bk(xk) 
bk(xk) ::::; P(y = 1 I xk) ::::; 1- bk(xk) 
To simplify our derivatiJ :' we :sume uniform ·c:ass prior probability: 
p y [ - + 1] - p y [y - -1] - -
2 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
However, our results can be ea ily modified to account for a non-uniform prior. The 
expected conditional risk can b . solved optimally by a dynamic program, where a DP 
recursion is, 
JK(xK,SK) = minEy [SK(xK) k(y,xK,JK) I xKJ (3.10) 
jK 
Jk(xk ) Sk) = mikn {Ey [ Sk(xk) k(y, xk ,jk) I xk] + Exk+l .. xK [Jk+l (xk+l ) sk+l) I xk]} 
f ' 
(3.11) 
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Consider kth stage minimizati 1 n , Jk can take 3 possible values { -1, +I, r} and 
Jk(xk , Sk) can be recast as a co ditional expected risk minimization, 
Jk ( xk, sk = I) = tn {P y [y = I I xk] , I - P y [y = I I xk] , 
Jk(xk)=- 1 Jk (xk)=+1 
ack+Exk+l ... xK [Jk+1(xk+1, I) I xk]} 
Define, 
and rewrite the conditional risk in 3.I3, 
fk = argmin{Py [ =II xk], I- Py [y =II xk] , b(xk)} 
Jk ---f (xk )=-1 Jk(xk)=+l Jk(xk)=r 
Reject is the optimal decision i , 
P y [y = I I xk] :2:: 6( k) and I- P y [y = I I xk] :2:: b(xk) ==} 
bk(xk) ~ P(y = I I k) ~ I- bk(xk) 
(3.I2) 
(3.I3) 
(3.I4) 
(3.I5) 
(3.I6) 
(3.I7) 
If reject is not the optimal stra egy then a class is chosen to maximize the posterior 
probability: 
which is exactly our claim. 
+I, P(y =I I xk) > 1- bk(xk) 
-I , · P(y =I I xk) < bk(xk) (3.18) 
0 
The main implication of this result is that if the cost-to-go function bk(xk) is known 
then the risk Rk ( ·) is only a fur ction of the current stage decision fk. Therefore, we 
can ignore all of the other sta : es and minimize a single stage risk. Effectively, we 
decomposed the multi-stage pr 1 blem in Eq. 3.5 into a stage-wise optimization in Eq. 
3.8. 
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Note that the modified risk fj nctional, Rk, is remarkably similar to Rk except that 
the modified reject cost c>k(xk) eplaces the constant stage cost ack. Also, consider 
the range for which c>k(xk) is me ningful. If we have 2 classes then a random guessing 
strategy would incur an average risk of~· Therefore the risk for rejecting, c)k(xk) .::; ~ 
in order to be a meaningful optwn. The work in [Chow and Chow, 1970] contains a 
detailed analysis of single stage reject classifier in a Bayesian setting. 
° CI=-•t=ti:f xk 
J;(xk) 
Figure 3·3: Optimal R ject Region can be expressed as the disagree-
ment region of two binar classifiers Un and fp) 
3.4.3 Reject Classifier As wo Binary Decisions 
Consider a stage k classifier wit a reject option from Theorem 3.1: 
(3.19) 
It is clear from the expression hat we can express the decision regions in terms of 
two binary classifiers fn and fp· Observe that for a given reject cost c>k(xk) , the reject 
region is an intersection of two , inary decision regions. To this end we further modify 
the risk function in terms of agr 'ement and disagreement regions of the two classifiers, 
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fn(xk) -1- fp(xk) 
(3.20) 
fn(xk) = fp(xk) 1\ fp(xk) -1- y 
Note that the above loss functio is symmetric between fn and fP and so any optimal 
solution can be interchanged. ~evertheless, we claim: 
Theorem 3.2. Suppose fn an1 fv are two binary cla.ssifiers that minimize 
E [Lk(xk ,y, fn , fp ,Ok) I xk] 
over all binary classifiers fn anb fp· Then following resulting reject classifier: 
(3.21) 
is the minimizer for E [ Rk ( xk' y' f, ok) I xk] in Theorem 3.1 and the kth stage mini-
mizer in Eq. 3.4 . 
Proof. For a given xk and o(xk l , 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
min {Py [y =r -11 xk],Py [y = +11 xk],ok(xk)} (3.25) 
fp,Jn ' I , "--v-" J,~+~~Jn~+l f,~-l.f,~-1 f,#fn 
By inspection, the decompositi<Dn in 3.21 is the optimal Bayesian classifier minimizing 
[ - k k k] Ey Rk(x , y, f, t5 ) I x D 
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We refer to Fig 3·3 for an ill stration. We can express the new loss compactly as 
follows: 
(3.26) 
Note that in arriving at this e~pression we have used: l[ao;fc]l[a=b] = l [ao;fc] l [bo;fc] for 
binary variables a, b, c. 
In summary, in this section, we derive the optimal POMDP solution and decouple 
a multi-stage risk to single sta: e optimization. Then, for the binary classification 
setting, we derive an optimal r !presentation for a reject region classifier in terms of 
two biased binary decisions: 
min E[R(x , y, ... , fk, .. . ] --+ 
Jk 
3.4.4 Stage-wise Empirical Minimization 
(3.27) 
In this section, we assume that t e probability model TJ is no longer known and cannot 
be estimated due to high-dimen ionality of the data. Instead, our task is to find multi-
stage decision rules based on a iven training set: (x1, Yl), (x2, Y2), ... , (xN, YN ). 
We will take advantage of th stage-wise decomposition of the POMDP solution in 
Theorem 1 and parametrizatio of reject region in Theorem 2 to formulate an empir-
ical version of the stage risk Lk(·) in Eq. 3.26. However, this requires the knowledge 
of the cost-to-go, 8k : Xk ---+ JR. Instead of trying to learn t his complex function, we 
will define a point-wise empiric l estimate of the cost-to-go on the training data: 
(3.28) 
and use it to learn the decision boundaries directly. 
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Note that by definition, £5k(x~ ) is a only function of Jk+1, ... , jK . So the cost-to-go 
estimate is conveniently define by the recursion, 
(3.29) 
Now, we can form the empirical version of the risk in Eq 3.51 and optimize for a 
solution at stage k over some f mily of functions, Fk . 
N 
{J;(xk) , f~(xk)} = arg min N1 L Sf Lk(x~ , Yi , JP, fn , bf) (3.30) 
l /nE{F' xF ') i~l 
Observe that, as in standard se~ting , we need to constrain the class of decision rules 
J;, f~ E Fk x Fx here. This is l:i>ecause wit~ no constraints the minimum risk is equal 
to zero and can be achieved in lhe first stat itself. 
Note , our stage-wise decomf sition signjficantly simplifies the ERM. The objective 
in Eq. 3.30 is only a function f J;, J:; gii en Jt and the state Sf, To minimize an 
empirical version of a multi-sta e risk in Eq. 3.4 is much more difficult due to stage 
interdependencies. 
Given bf and all the stages but the ktllL, we can solve 3.30 by iterating between 
J; and f~. To solve for J; , we x f~ and l inimize a weighted error 
N 
J; = arg ~~ L Wi1[f(xf)fYi , Wi = Sf 1[/!Hxf)fy;j + bf- 21[/k(xf)fYi]bf] (3.31) 
~=1 
We can solve for fn in the same fashion by fixing JP , 
N 
f~ = arg ~~ L Wi1[f(xf}fy; , Wi =Sf [ 1[/;(xf) fu;j + bf- 21[/;(xf)fy;]bf] (3.32) 
~=1 
To derive these expressions fro 3.30, we used another identity for any binary vari-
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ables a, b, c 
(3.33) 
Note the advantage of our arametrization from Theorem 2. We converted the 
problem from learning a comp icated three region decision to learning two binary 
classifiers (fp, fn), where learnif g each of the binary classifiers reduces to solving a 
weighted binary classification p 'oblem. This is desirable since binary classification is 
a very well studied problem, an 1 existing machine learning techniques can be utilized 
here, as we will demonstrate in the next section. 
3.4.5 Algorithm 
Minimizing the indicator loss i . a hard problem. Instead, we take the usual ERM 
(empirical risk minimization) ( Friedman et al., 2001]) approach and replace it with 
a surrogate. We introduce an algorithm in the boosting framework based on the 
analysis from the previous secti 1 n. Boosting is just one of our many possible machine 
learning approaches that can bJ used to solve it. We use boosting because it is easy 
to implement and is known to ]ave good performance. 
Recall that boosting is a way to combine simple classifiers to form a strong classi-
fier. We are given a set of such eak classifiers H = {hl(x), h2(x) 0 0 0 hM(x)}, hj(x) E 
{ -1, +1}. Note that the set f weak classifiers need not be finite. Also, denote 
Hk c H as a subset of weak cla sifiers that operate only on the first k measurements 
The strong classifier is the l"near combination: 
) = sgn L qjhj(x) (3.34) 
hj E1i 
Boosting algorithm operates in rounds. Each round can be viewed as a coordinate 
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descent step in the space of w ak learners. In each round, a weak learner hj ( x) (a 
descent direction) is selected t I be added to the linear combination classifier , F(x). 
Then a weight qj (an optimal st p size in that direction) is computed. This is repeated 
until termination criteria is reac ed. Boosting algorithms are described in more detail 
in Section 2·5. 
Global Surrogate: In our gorithm, we use the sigmoid loss function C( z) = 
l+e;p(z) to approximate the indi ator. Similar sigmoid based losses have been used in 
boosting before ( [Masnadi-Shi azi and Vasconcelos, 2009]). Each subproblem (3.31) 
reduces to boosting a weighted oss. 
To solve for stage k, we kteep the rest of the stages constant. To find J; 
2.::: qjhj(x), we fix f~ and solve: 
(3.35) 
Note that the weights wi, state variables Sf and cost-to-go 6f are also expressed in 
terms of the C ( z) instead of 1 [z : 
(3.36) 
To solve for Jf:, we solve the saf e pr:blcm but keep J; constant instead: 
f~ = arg q~~~--L wiC (Yi L qjhj(xi)) J. z=l h ·E1-£k 
wi =Sf [cryJ;(xi)) + 6f- ;C(yJ;(xi))6f] 
(3.37) 
Note that the terms 6f and Sf flo not depend on stage k and remain constant when 
solving for J; and J;;. For the e1 e of notation, we define a new term C, that indicates 
if xi is rejected at a kth stage. The term is close to one iff; and f~ disagree (reject) 
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and small if they agree. 
The expressions for state variaBles and cost-to-go are now simplified. 
(3.39) 
The state variable remains gre ter than zero as long as x i is rejected at every stage. 
The expression for cost-to-go a kth stage is: 
ack+l 
'-v-" 
meas. cost err. penalty if not rejected at stage k + 1 
8~+1(j (jk+l jk+l x~+ l y) 
2 r p 'n '2' 
J
ost-to-to; if rejected at stage k + 1 
+ (3.40) 
(3.41) 
The last two terms are simply surrogate for Lk(·) from 3.26 in terms of Cj(·). 
For the last stage (a standa ! d binary. classi~er) , we fix the first K - 1 stages and 
solve: 
(3.42) 
Our .algorithms performs cy lical optimization over the stages. To initialize f~, J; 
fork- 1 ... K- 1, we simply _ard code J; to classify any x as +1 and f~ as -1 so 
that all x 's are rejected to the l st stage. U$ing these nominal classifiers, we compute 
Sf and 8f according to equatio ' s 3.39 and 3.41, respectively. 
At a stage k, for a fixed 8f and Sf , we alternate among minimizing 1; and f~ 
according to equations 3.35 a d 3.37. 1J practice, we found that one iteration is 
sufficient. 
Given a new estimate of stage k, we pdate 8f for s > k and SJ for s < k and 
then move on to optimizing ana her stage I. Given an estimate for stage k' , we again 
update the state variables and ost-to-go ,or the rest of the system. 
The stages are optimized in the following order. We start with the last stage and 
make our way backwards to th first stage Then do a forward pass from 1st stage to 
3. 
Algorithm 3 Global Algorithytl 
INPUT: { xi,Yi}~1 , {1-lk}f=1 {Weak Le rners for each stage}, {bk}f=1 {costs} , D 
{ Loop Iterations} 
INITIALIZE: f~(x) +--- +1 , f (x) +--- -1, fork= 1 ... K- 1 {first K- 1 stages 
reject everything} 
for d = 1, ... , D do 
fork= K, ... , 1, 2, .. . K 1 1 do {Start from the last star then iter te to the first stage and then back to last 
stage} 
if k < K then · 
Find Jk by solving bo sting sub roblem in 3.35 
Find f~ by solving boosting sub roblem to 3.37 
else if k = K then 
{Last Stage} 
Find jK(x) by solvin boosting ubproblem in 3.42 
end if 
Update bf for s > k and Sf for s -< k 
end for 
end for 
Fk(xk) +--- {sgn(J;(xk)) , if gnf;(xk) = sgnf~(xk) 
reject, if sgnf;(xk) =1- sgnf~(x) 
OUTPUT: F 1 , F 2 , ... , FK 
Our formulation allows us t! form a surrogate for the entire risk in Equation 3.1, 
not just for each subproblem. his enables us to prove the following theorem, 
Theorem 3.3. Our global su logate algorithm converges to a local minimum. 
Proof. This is simply due to fact that we are minimizing a global smooth cost 
function by coordinate descent over q~ , q~ , q~ , q~ , ... , qK. Here, q; is the vector of 
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weak learner weights parametriz'ng J;. For the derivation of three stage system global 
cost refer to Appendix B.l. D 
However, since the globall1ss and the loss for each subproblem are non-convex 
programs, there is no global optimality guarantee. Theorem 3.3 ensures that our 
algorithm terminates. 
Regularization to reduce o erfitting: To reduce overtraining, we introduce a 
simple but effective regularizati 'n. For any loss C(z) and a parameter A, we introduce 
a multiplicative term to the cos function: 
(3.43) 
Here, C'(z) = d~~z). The ter exp(Aiql) limits how large a step size for a weak 
hypothesis can become. It also 'ntroduces a simple stopping criteria: abort if 
L~=l C'(Ydt(xi))yiht+l(xi) <A 
L~l C(ydt(Xi)) -
This corresponds to a situation when no descent directions ( weak hypothesis ht+l ) 
can be found to minimize the c st function. 
3.4.6 Generalization Erroi 
Our system is composed of ma1gin maximi~ing classifiers, therefore it is appropriate 
to derive generalization error lDounds based on margins. It turns out that we can 
employ maximum margin gene alization techniques from [Schapire et al., 1997b] to 
derive error bounds for a two st : ge version of the system. A two stage system consists 
of th~ee boosted binary classifi] rs: 
f~(xl) = L qrhj(xl) , ~(xl) = L qjhj(xl) , f2(x2) = L q}h1(x2) 
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Theorem 3.4. Let V be a distrribution on X x { + 1, -1}, and let S be a sample of m 
examples chosen independently at random according to V, and a rejected subs ample 
of size mr , Sr = {x E Slf£(x) =1- f~(x)} Assume that the base-classifier spaces 1{1 
and 1{2 are finite, and let b > 0 Then with probability at least 1 - b over the random 
choice of the training setS, all oosted classifiers f~ , f£ , P satisfy the following bound 
for all ()1 > 0 and ()2 > 0: 
Pv[Yf~(x) :S: 0, yf;(x) :S: OJ Pv[Yf2 (x) :S: 0, f~(x) =1- f;(x)] ::; 
Ps[Yf~(x) :S: ()1,Yf;(x) :S: ()1] +Psr[Yf 2 (x) :S: ()2]+ 
""'(-1 (logmlog!H1I 1, ~) ~) o(-1-(logmrlogl1-l21 ~)~) v rm ()1 + g b + Vmr ()2 + log b 
(3.44) 
Proof. The proof extends the pproach in [Schapire et al., 1997b] to a two stage 
system. For complete details pr ase refers to the Appendix B.2 
The two stage system can be compactly expressed: 
0 
(3.45) 
The system error is a sum of tw terms: error at the 1st stage+ error at the 2nd stage. 
Theorem 4 states the generalizajtion error of F(x) is bounded by the empirical margin 
error over the training set S plt s a term that is inversely proportinal to the margins 
and the number of training samples at that stage. An interesting observation is that 
mn number of samples that reach the 2nd stage, depends on the reject classifier at 
the 1st stage. So if very few examples make it to the second stage then we do not 
have strong generalization. 
3.4.7 Experiments 
The goal is to demonstrate that a large fraction of data can be classified at an early 
stage using a cheap modality. In our experiments, we use four real life datasets with 
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measurements arising from meaningful stages. We compare our algorithm to two 
methods: 
Myopic: An absolute margin of a classifier is a measure of how confident a classi-
fier is on an example. Examples with small margin have low confidence and should 
be rejected to the next stage to acquire more features. This approach is based on 
reject classification ( [Bartlett et al., 2008]). We know from Claim 1 that the op-
timal classifier is a threshold of the posterior. For each stage, we obtain a binary 
boosted classifier, Jk ( ·), trained on all the data. We then threshold the margin of 
the classifier, /Jk(xk)/. It is known that given an infinite amount of training data, 
boosting certain losses (sigmoid loss in our case) approaches the log likelihood ratio, 
f(x) = ~log :r~~=~i~~) ( [Masnadi-Shirazi and Vasconcelos, 2009]). So a reject region 
for a given threshold tk is defined: {x I /Jk(x)/ :::; tk}. This is a completely myopic 
approach as the rejection does not take into account performance of later stages. This 
method is very similar to TEFE ( [Liu et al., 2008]) which also uses absolute margin 
as a measure for rejection. The difference is that our myopic strategy is a boosting 
classifier not an SVM as used in TEFE. 
Expected Utility /Margin: An expected margin difference measures how a new 
attribute , if acquired, would be useful for an example. If this expected utility for an 
example is large then a new attribute should be acquired. This approach is based 
on the work by [Kanani and Melville, 2008] . We train boosted binary classifiers on 
all the data for each stage: Jk(xk). Given the measurement at the current stage xk, 
we compute an expected utility (change in normalized margin) of acquiring the next 
measurement xk+l: 
U(xk) = L Jfk(xk)- Jk+1([xk ,xk+l])J P(xk+l/xk) (3.46) 
Xk + IEXk+ l 
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An xk is rejected to the next stage if its utility U(xk) 2:: tk is greater than a threshold. 
Here , Xk+l denotes the possible values that Xk+l can take. Note this approach requires 
estimating P(xk+llxk) , therefore the (k + l)th measurement has to be discrete or 
distribution needs to be parametrized. Due to this limitation, we only compare this 
method on two datasets. 
While there are many different ways to estimate a probability likelihood we used 
a Gaussian mixture due to its computational efficiency, The number of mixture com-
ponents is equal to the number of discrete values that x2 can take from an alphabet 
X2 . The conditional P(x1 I x2 = j) is a gaussian whose parameters are learned from 
the training set. Using Bayes rule, P(x2 I xl) = I: P(~lrv -') 
x 'EX2 X1 X2-X 
Performance Metric: A natural performance metric is the trade off between 
system error and measurement cost. N:ote, for utility and myopic methods, it is 
unclear how to set a thresholds tk for each stage given a measurement cost 8k. For 
this reason, we only compare them in a two stages system. More than two stages is 
not-practical because we would need to test every possible tk for every stage k. 
In a two stage setting, since every example has to pass through the first stage, only 
the cost of the second stage, c2 , affects the performance. The average measurement 
cost of the system is proportional to c1 + (the fraction of examples rejected to the 
second stage) xc2 . So knowing the exact cost of the second stage sensor, c2 , is not 
necessary. In our algorithm, we vary the error-cost trade-off a to generate a system 
error vs reject rate plot . For margin and utility, we sweep a threshold tk. System error 
is the sum of 1st stage and 2nd stage errors. Reject rate is the fraction of examples 
rejected to the 2nd stage and require additional measurements. Low reject rate (cost) 
corresponds to higher error rate as most of the data will be classified at the first stage 
using less informative measurements. High reject rate will have performance similar 
to a centralized classifier, as most examples will be classified at the 2nd stage. 
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Set Up: In all our experiments, we use stumps as weak learners. A stump classifier 
hd,g,s E { + 1, -1} is parametrized by a threshold g on dth dimension and a sign vari-
able s E { + 1, -1}: hd,g,s ( x) = s x sgn( Xd - g). We chose stumps for their simplicity, 
computation speed and relatively good performance. While more complicated weak 
learners, such as decision trees can be used, they would only change the absolute 
performance of our experiments. The entire curves would just move vertically up or 
down. Our goal is to demonstrate the advantage of a multi-stage classifier relative to 
the centralized system (a system that uses all the measurements for all examples). 
For each dataset and experiment; we randomly split the data 50/50 for training 
and testing. The results are evaluated on a separate test set , and the simulations 
are averaged over 50 monte-carlo trials. The number of iterations for each boosting 
subproblem is set toT= 50. In our global surrogate algorithm, the number of outer 
loop iterations is set to D = 10 
Name 
Table 3.1: Dataset Descriptions 
Discrete Valued Data Experiments: To compare our method to the utility ap-
proach, we consider discrete data. The first dataset is a quantized (with 20 levels) 
Gaussian mixture synthetic data in two dimension. The 1st dimension is stage one; 
the 2nd dimension is stage two. The second dataset is Mammogram Mass from UCI 
Machine Learning Repository. It is used to predict the severity of a mammography 
mass lesion (malicious or benign). It contains 3 attributes extracted from the CAD 
image and also an evaluation by a radiologist on a confidence scale in addition to the 
true biopsy results. The first stage are features extracted from the CAD image, and 
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the second stage is the expert confidence rated on a discrete scale 1 - 5. Automatic 
analysis of the CAD image is cheaper than employing an opinion of a radiologist. 
Simulations in Figure 3·4 demonstrate that utility performs worse when compared 
to our approach. Our approach requires far fewer 2nd stage measurements to achieve 
an error rate close to the centralized strategy than the utility approach. This is 
possibly due to poor probability estimates in limited data setting. 
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Figure 3·4: Comparison of Global to Utility on (a) quantized two 
gaussian clusters and (b) mammogram dataset. Reject Rate vs System 
Error. Reject Rate is the fraction of examples with measurements from 
both stages. Our approach outperforms Utility possibly because we do 
not need to estimate probability likelihoods 
Continuous Valued Data Experiments We compare our global method to the 
myopic method on three datasets. The Pima Indians Diabetes Dataset (UCI MLR) 
consists of 8 measurements. Since the stages are not specified in this dataset , we 
group measurements with similar costs into separate modalities. 6 of the measure-
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ments are inexpensive to acquire and consist of simple tests such as body mass index, 
age, pedigree. These we designate as the first stage. The other two measurements 
constitute the second stage and require more expensive procedures. 
The polyp dataset consists of hyper-spectral measurements of colon polyps col-
lected during colonoscopies ( [Rodriguez-Diaz and Castanon, 2009]). The attribute 
is a measured intensity at 126 equally spaced frequencies. Finer resolution requires 
higher photon count which is proportional to acquisition time. For a first stage, we 
use a coarse measurement down-sampled to only 12 frequency bins. The second stage 
is the full resolution frequency response. Using the course measurements is cheaper 
than acquiring the full resolution. 
The threat dataset contains images taken of people wearing various explosives 
devices. The imaging is done in three modalities: infrared (IR), passive millimeter 
wave (PMMW), and active millimeter (AMMW). All the images are registered. We 
extract many patches from the images and use them as our training data. A patch 
carries a binary label, it either contains a threat or is clean. IR and PMMW are 
the fastest modalities but also less informative. AMMW requires raster scanning a 
person and is slow but also the most useful. 
Name I Centralized I 0 tility I Myopic I Ours I 
2D Gaussian Mix 0.09 50% - 30% 
Mammogram 0.165 60% - 15% 
Pima Diabetes 0.26 - 60% 45% 
Polyps 0.24 - 75% 50% 
Threat 0.185 - 50'1o 45'1o 
Table 3.2: Performance illustration for different datasets (quantitate 
view of the curves). Datasets have 2 sensing modalities. Centralized 
denotes the test error obtained with all modalities. Last three columns 
denotes performance for different approaches. Performance is measured 
by the average number of examples requiring 2nd stage to achieve er-
ror close to centralized. Utility approach does not work for last three 
datasets due to high-dimensionality issues. We note the significant 
gains of our approach over competing ones of many interesting datasets. 
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Figure 3·5: Three datasets are evaluated: pima, polyps and threat. 
Reject Rate vs Error Rate for a varying a. Reject Rate is the fraction 
of examples with measurements from both stages. Global and Myopic 
are compared. Global (our approach) has a better performance over all 
while Myopic does better in some situations. 
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In Figure 3·5, global performs better than margin in most cases. On threat data, 
margin appears to be doing just marginally worse than global, however, we get only 
a few points on the curve with reject rates less than 50%. Due to the heuristic nature 
of margin, we cannot construct a multistage classifier with an arbitrary reject rate. 
The goal is to reach the performance of a centralized classifier (100% reject rate) 
while utilizing the 2nd stage sensor only for a small fraction of examples. Overall, 
the results demonstrate the benefit of multi-stage classification: rejection rate can be 
set to less than 50% with only small sacrifices in performance. For the mammogram 
data, this implies that for half of the patients a diagnoses can be made solely by an 
automatic analysis of a CAD image without an expensive opinion of a radiologist . For 
the Pima data, similar error can be achieved without an expensive medical procedures. 
For the polyps dataset, a fast low resolution measurement is enough to classify a large 
fraction of patience. In the threat dataset, IR and PMMW are sufficient to decide 
whether or not a threat is present for the majority of instances without requiring a 
person to go through a slower AMMW scanner. 
Unbalanced False Positive and False Negative Penalties: In medical diag-
nosis and threat detection, the penalty of false positives and false negatives is not 
equal. We can easily adapt our algorithm to account for such setting. Empirical Risk 
in 3.54 can be modified to include a penalty of Wp for a Type I error and Wn for a 
Type II error. The experiment in Figure 3·6 demonstrates our global algorithms in 
such scenario. For each reject a , we compute an ROC curve. This allows to select 
an operating point of the system with a desired false alarm or detection rate. We 
also compute a corresponding average reject rate for each value of a. So the highest 
reject rate corresponds to the best performance but also to the highest acquisition 
cost incurred by the system. Note that very good performance can be achieved by 
requesting only 50% of instances to be measured at the second stage. 
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Figure 3·6: Two Stage ROC using the global surrogate method. Each 
ROC curve corresponds to a different value of a. The legend displays 
average reject rate for a's. Note, the circle marker ROC corresponds 
to the centralized system (100% reject rate). Very good performance 
can be achieved by requesting only 50% of instances to be measured 
at the second stage. 
Three Stages: Lastly, we demonstrate a three stage system, we apply our algorithm 
to three stages of threat dataset . Note for margin it is unclear how to generalize it to 
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a multistage scenario and there is no way to define reject costs for different stages. We 
set the first stage to be IR, second PMMW and AMMW as third. There is no cost for 
acquiring JR. We vary the costs for the PMMW (2nd) stage, c2 , and AMMW (3rd), 
c3 , to generate an error map (color in Figure 3·7). A point on the map corresponds 
to a performance of a particular multistage classification strategy. The vertical axis 
is the fraction of examples for which only IR and PMMW measurements are used in 
making a decision. The horizontal axis is the fraction of examples for which all three 
modalities are used. For example, a red point in the figure, { .4, .15, .195}, correspond 
to a system where 40% of examples use IR and PMMW, 15% use only I R and the 
rest of data (45%) use all the modalities. And this strategy achieves a system error 
rate of 19.5%. Note that the support lies below the diagonal. This is because the 
sum or reject rates has to be less than one. Results demonstrate some interesting 
observations. While best performance (about 19%) is achieved when all the modalities 
are used for every example, we can move along the vertical lines and allow a fraction 
to be classified by IR and PMMW, avoiding AMMW all together. This strategy 
achieves performance comparable to a centralized system, (IR+PMMW+AMMW). 
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0.24 
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0.2 
0.195 
0.19 
Figure 3·7: Three Stage System. The color maps error. A point 
on the map corresponds to a performance of a particular multistage 
classification strategy. The vertical axis is the fraction of examples 
for which only IR and PMMW measurements are used in making a 
decision. The horizontal axis is the fraction of examples for which 
all three modalities are used. An example red point in the figure, 
{.4, .15, .195} , correspond to a system where 40% of examples use IR 
and PMMW, 15% use only IR and the rest of data (45%) use all the 
modalities. And this strategy achieves a system error rate of 19.5%. 
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3.5 Sequential Reject Classifiers in a Multi-Class Setting 
Next , we extend our work to multi-class setting. We will perform analysis similar to 
the binary setting. First, examining the solution in the Bayesian setting will enable 
us to decompose the system risk in a stage-wise manner. Next step is to obtain 
a convenient parameterization of the rejection option in a multi-class setting. To 
simplify the problem, we have access to pre-trained classifiers at each stage. A reject 
decision becomes a function that thresholds a confidence of a classification decision 
at a stage. 
We also derive bounds for generalization error for this new parametrization. We 
consider the binary classification setting for simplicity. In this setting our system 
turns out to be a Boolean fusion of binary decision functions. Using this insight , 
we derive an upper bound on the VC dimension of the multi-stage reject classifier. 
We show that the VC dimension of a K-stage system grows as Klog K times the 
maximum complexity of any stage. Our approach also enjoys other advantages. We 
can utilize "black box" classifiers that are pre-programmed into a sensing modality. 
In this context , our problem reduces to learning reject regions at each stage assuming 
that there is a confidence associated with each decision. In this setting, the complexity 
of our system only depends on the complexity of the highest reject region which is 
typically not very high. 
3.5.1 Multi-Class Problem Setting 
The problem set up is similar to the binary setting. Data (x, y) EX x {1 , 2, . .. G} be 
distributed according to an unknown distribution 'D. A data point has K features, 
x = { x 1, x2 , ... , x K}, but now belongs to one of C classes. 
Again, the system has K stages, the order of the stages is fixed, and kth stage 
acquires a kth measurement. At each stage, k, there is a decision with a reject 
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option, fk. It can either classify an example, fk(xk) : Xk --+ {1, 2, ... , C}, or delay 
the decision until the next stage, Jk(xk) = r and incur a penalty of ck+l· We can 
define the system risk in the multi-class setting to be the same as in the binary setting, 
K 
R(t , ... , fx , x, y) = L Sk(xk)Rk(Jk, xk , y) (3.47) 
k=l 
Here, Rk is the risk of classifying at kth stage, and Sk ( xk) E { 0, 1} is the binary state 
variable indicating whether x has been rejected up to kth stage. 
0, otherwise 
If x is active and is misclassified, the penalty is 1. Here, unlike the binary setting, 
we do not consider different types of misclassification errors. If it is rejected then the 
system incurs a penalty of ack, and the state variable for that example remains at 1. 
(3.48) 
Here, a is again the trade-off parameter between error and cost. 
3.5.2 Multi-Class Bayesian Analysis 
As in the binary case, if V is known, the problem reduces is to minimize the expected 
conditional risk, 
(3.49) 
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And the solution naturally, reduces to single stage optimization. Cost-to-go definition 
remains the same, 
6k(xk) = ack+l + (3.50) 
kwin K E [ t st(xt)Rt(P, xt , y) I xk , Sk(xk) = 1] 
f ... f t=k+l 
as does the modified risk functional, 
0, otherwise 
and we prove the following theorem which is an extension of the binary setting result. 
(see Appendix B.3 for proof), 
Theorem 3.5. The optimal solution jl, j2, ... jK to the multi-stage risk in Eq. 3.49 
decomposes to single stage optimization, 
(3.51) 
and the solution is: 
fk(xk) = y , 
{
A P(xk) > 1 - 6k(xk) 
reject , P(xk) ::; 1- 6k(xk) (3.52) 
y = argm?JCP(y = j I xk) , P(xk) = m?JCP(y = j I xk) 
J J 
In the multi-class setting we are still able to decompose the multi-stage problem 
in Eq. 3.49 into a stage-wise optimization in Eq. 3.51. If the cost-to-go function 
6(xk) is known then the risk Rk( ·) is only a function of the current stage decision Jk. 
Therefore , we can ignore all of the other stages and minimize a single stage risk. 
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3.5.3 Stage-Wise Empirical Risk Minimization 
Here, our goal is to learn multi-stage decision rules from a given training set: 
We will take advantage of the stage-wise decomposition in Theorem 3.5 and formu-
late an empirical version of the stage risk Rk(·) in Eq. 3.51. However, this requires 
an empirical estimate of the cost-to-go, £5k(xf) ---+ 8f, since we are not estimating 
probability models. Note that by definition, £5k(xf) is a only function of Jk+1, ... , JK. 
So the cost-to-go estimate is conveniently defined by the recursion, 
i"k-1 SkR- ( k fk -"k) w. ui = i k x i, yi , , ui +ack , v't (3.53) 
Now, we can form the empirical version of the risk in Eq 3.51 and optimize for a 
solution at a stage k over some family of functions, Fk. 
N 
k ( k) . 1 L sk - ( k k) f x = arg mm N i Rk Yi, xi , f, 8i fEFk 
i=l 
(3.54) 
Note, the stage-wise decomposition significantly simplifies the ERM. The objective 
in Eq. 3.54 is only a function of Jk given 8f and the state Sf. To minimize an 
empirical version of a multi-stage risk in Eq. 3.49 is much more difficult due to stage 
interdependencies. 
3.5.4 Multi-class decision with a reject option 
Recall that at each stage, Jk(xk), is a C + 1 decisionfunction where the extra decision 
is due to the reject option. Because of this additional decision, minimizing the empir-
ical risk at each stage is still difficult. In order to simplify the problem, we factorize 
the reject option from the multi-class decision. 
Assume that at each stage, our system has a fixed stage classifier, dk Xk ---+ 
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{1, ... C} and its associated confidence function O"dk : Xk --+ ffi.+. O"(·) reports how 
confident dk(·) is in classifying xk. Our choice for O"(·) (described in Section 3.5.5) 
is based on the absolute margin of a binary classifier, which evidently is a popular 
heuristic for confidence [Bartlett et al., 2008]. Using this reduction, we propose the 
following parameterization of a multi-class classifier with a reject option at each stage. 
O"dk(xk) > l(xk) 
O"dk(xk) ~ l(xk) 
(3.55) 
We designate g(-) as a rejector at stage k. The reject region is constructed by thresh-
olding the confidence measure O" ( ·) by g ( x) . In the space where g ( x) is small, few 
examples are rejected. In the space where g(x) is large, rejection is high. Note that 
g(x) varies with x . This dependence on x is important because it enables g(x) to 
selectively reject specific regions in the space. Our choice in parameterization mimics 
the optimal reject region: maxj P(y = j I xk) ~ . 1- Jk(xk) . Recall that the optimal 
binary classifier is argmaxj P(y = j I xk) . So the reject region is the space around 
the boundary whose size varies as a function of bk(xk). 
Furthermore, we can rewrite the empirical risk in Eq. 3.54 using our parametriza-
tion, 
+ (3.56) 
Next , if we use this simplified form and hold the rest of the system constant then 
minimizing Eq. 3.54 with respect to gk(xk) over a family of functions Qk reduces to 
a supervised learning problem: (see Appendix B.4 for proof) 
Lemma 3.6. If dk(x), Sf and bf are held constant then minimization over g(·) m 
dk(xk) ___ _ 
decision: 
boundary 
-· 
-1 region 
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+1 region 
' 
' 
--· --- ----- reject boundary 
reject region 
Figure 3·8: To illustrate our parametrization, consider a binary clas-
sification setting. dk ( ·) is a hyperplane and the confidence CJ dk ( ·) is the 
distance to this hyperplane. A possible reject region is constructed by 
thresholding the confidence by a rejector gk(·). Note how the width of 
the reject region varies with xk because gk is a function of xk. 
Eq 3.54 reduces to: 
N 
l(xk) = arg min"""' s~ lwill[b( (xk)-z ·)<o] 
gEQk ~ 'g ' '-
t=l 
Wi = l[dk(xflhi] - b~, Zi = CJdk (x~), bi = sgnwi 
(3.57) 
This simplified problem closely resembles minimizing weighted binary misclassi-
fication error. The pseudo labels bi play an important role. Note the weight wi is 
the difference between the risk of the current stage dk ( ·) and the cost of rejecting, 
bf. The label bi is + 1, if it is more costly to classify xi at present stage and -1 if 
the penalty for rejecting is higher than classifying. This optimization finds a rejector 
g( ·) such that the examples of pseudo class + 1 are rejected and examples of class -1 
are classified. Pseudo class + 1 consists of examples with higher misclassification risk 
than rejection cost . Recall that Sf are just binary variables indicating whether xi is 
still active at stage k. 
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•--- .... Jk(xk) > l(dk(xk)#y) 
-k k 
····· b (x ) < l(dk(xk)#y) 
Figure 3·9: The figure illustrates the simplified optimization problem 
for gk(xk) in Lemma 2. The objective is to find a rejector function to fit 
the decision regions in the figure. The data in the green region has cost-
go smaller then the risk of classifying at the current stage and therefore 
is to be rejected. The data outside the green has higher cost-to-go than 
misclassification risk and is to be not rejected. 
In summary, given Sf , 6[, dk(xk), to solve for the rejector gk(xk) requires finding a 
binary decision with pseudo labels bi and weights lwil on the training set with respect 
to the indicator loss offset by zi 's. 
3.5.5 Algorithm 
In this section, using the simplified rejector subproblem from Lemma 2, we provide 
one possible implementation of the multi-stage in the setting of multi-class to binary 
reduction and explain our stage-wise optimization. In our problem, we assume that 
we are either provided with stage classifiers dl, d2 , .. • , dK or train them a-priori. So 
our objective is to find the rejectors g1 , g2 , ... gk-l at each stage. 
Embedding the reject option Before we proceed to finding the rejectors, gk, we 
explain how we implement pre-training of dk. We utilize a well known technique for 
multi-class classification: reduction from multi-class to binary [Allwein et al., 2001]. 
For each class j E {1, 2, .. . C}, we choose a binary codeword Pj E { +1 , -1}M of 
length M. Let 
(3.58) 
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be a vector valued classifier such that hm : Xk ----+ JR. This approach reduces a multi-
class problem to finding M binary classification functions, hm(xk), with respect to 
code labels Pim· For each sub-problem m, we take the usual ERM approach and 
upper-bound the indicator error by a convex loss: l[z] ~ C [z] and fix a family of 
classifiers 1{ k. 
N 
h':n(xk) = arg ~~ 8 C [Pyimh(x~)] (3.59) 
We use the logistic loss function, C [z] = log(1 +exp( -z)) and set 1{k to be a family of 
polynomial kernel classifiers. Polynomial kernel classifier of degree q is parametrized 
by a vector a: h(x) = 2.:~ 1 ai(xf x + 1)q. Given an output hk(xk), we use maximum 
projection decoding to assign a class estimate to the best matching codeword. We 
define a stage classifier as 
(3.60) 
For example, in our implementation, we use one vs all coding. Here the length of the 
codeword is M = C and, for class j , each element of the codeword Pi is -1 except 
that the jth position is +1, and dk(xk) = argmaxi={l...C} hJ(xk). 
For the confidence function, a(·) , we select an absolute maximum projection: 
lmaxi={l...C} pJhk(xk) I· Our choice in a(-) is inspired by an absolute margin of a 
binary classifier, I h ( x) I , which is a popular heuristic measure of classifier confidence 
[Bartlett et al., 2008]. However, in a multi-class setting, we use the absolute value of 
the best matching projection onto the codeword as a measure of confidence instead 
of a single margin. For example, pThk(xk) is maximized when the classifier output 
matches the codeword exactly. A small value of the projection indicates that hk(·) 
has lower confidence in its classification. 
Substituting multi-class to binary reduction into our parameterization in Eq. 3.55 
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Algorithm 4 Our Method 
Input: {xi,Yi}i!1 , {dk(- )}{<"= 1 , CJdk(·), {ck}f=1 , P 
Initialize: Sf= 1,V(i,k) 
for p = 1, 2, ... , P do 
fork= K- 1, K- 2, ... , 1 do 
Update 8f according to Eq. 3.53 
Train gk(xk) according to Eq. 3.62 
Update Sf according to Eq. 3.48 
end for 
end for 
Output: for k = 1, ... K- 1, 
!k(xk) = {dk(xk) , <Tdk(xk) > gk(xk) 
reject, CJdk (xk) ::=:; gk(xk) 
yields a multi-class decision with a reject option: 
(3.61) 
Stage-wise optimization: To compute a rejector gk(xk), every stage except the 
kth is held constant. We upper-bound the l [z] ::::; C [z) in Lemma 2. For a convex loss 
C [·] and a family of polynomial kernels Qk , the resulting optimization is a convex 
program, 
N 
l(xk) = arg mil,! L Sf lwil C [bi(g(x7)- zi) ] 
gEQ i= l 
(3.62) 
Once d1 , d2 , ... , dK are precomputed, to train gk 's, we proceed by cyclic optimiza-
tion of stages one at a time in reverse order: gK-I, gK-2, ... g1 . Note that the weights 
w/s capture the difference in risk between the current stage and the cost-to-go. The 
order of cyclic optimization is reversed due the recursive nature of the cost-to-go; 
8f is a function of the next stage. Initially, state variables Sf are set to one for all 
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examples and stages. After the first pass through the stages outputs gk's, the Sf's 
are updated. Using the updated state variables, gk's are retrained in the second pass 
and so on. In our experiments, we found that one pass is sufficient. For details refer 
to Algorithm 1. Here, P is the number of passes of cyclic optimization over stages. 
3.5.6 Complexity of a Multi-Stage System 
Using this particular parametrization, we can bound the VC-dimension of the entire 
system in the binary classification setting. VC-dimension captures the complexity of 
a family of classifiers. The theory states that for the same training error, a classifier 
of low complexity has better generalization error than that of a high complexity. For 
more details refer [Vapnik and Chervonenkis, 1971]. 
Theorem 3. 7. Let F(x) be the decision of our K -stage system in the binary class 
setting, and F(-) E F. Let 1lk be the family of stage classifiers, Qk is the family of 
rejectors at each stage, 
where cPK = 2(3K- 2) log (e(3K- 2)) (3.63) 
Proof (see Appendix B.5. for proof) D 
Remarkably, the complexity increases as K log K in the number of stages K and 
is proportional to the most complex stage in the system. Also, note that since the 
rejector class gk is typically of lower complexity than the stage classifiers, the overall 
complexity will be dominated by the VC dimension of stage classifiers maxk VC[tik]. 
However, if we are provided with "black box" classifiers dk , then the complexity is 
bounded by maxk VC[Qk]. In this case, adk(xk) is simply an affine transformation of 
the class Q which does not affect its VC dimension. ( [Sontag, 1998]) 
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3.5. 7 Experiments 
Discriminative Myopic Strategy: For comparison, we again consider a myopic 
strategy but now in a multi-class s~tting. This method is closely related to TEFE 
algorithm to [Liu et al. , 2008]. The single stage multi-class classifier with reject option 
remains the same except that the confidence a dk ( xk) is thresholded by a constant tk 
to achieve a reject option: 
. {dk(xk) k k ' fmyop(x ) = 
rej ect, 
adk(xk)>tk 
a dk ( xk) ::;; tk 
(3.64) 
The threshold tk is chosen such that the kth stage will reject a constant fraction of 
the N examples in the training set. This strategy is completely myopic because tk 
is chosen without considering the performance of stages before or after the current 
stage. Disadvantage of such strategy is illustrated in Figure 3·10. 
Performance Metric A natural way to evaluate performance of a sequential de-
cision system is to show the trade-off between system error and average acquisition 
budget. Recall that our algorithm requires parameters: c1 , ... , CJ<. ck can be thought 
of as a sensor cost such that the cost of being classified at stage k is 2:..::7=1 c1. To achieve 
different operating points on the error vs budget curve, we can scale these parameters 
by a trade-off parameter: ac1 , ... , acJ<. For small values of a , measurement costs 
are small so more examples are rejected down the stages resulting in higher average 
acquisition budget. For large a, acquisition costs are high resulting in smaller budget. 
If we sweep a, we generate the error vs budget operating points of our system. For 
the myopic method, we simply sweep the constant fraction rejected at each stage. In 
the experiments, we designate a centralized performance as a strategy that uses all 
sensors for every example. For more implementation details please refer to Appendix 
Dataset I Size I Stage 1 I Stage 2 I State 3 I Stage 4 I # Classes I 
synthetic 4,000 ~en_l)or 1 ~ensor 2 .. .. L! 
mam 830 CAD".fe·at's . expert rating .. .. 2 
h1ma 768 we~ht, age, .. glucose test insulin test .. 2 
t reat · 1230 P MWimg IR img AMMWimg .. 2 
covertype 581012 soils wild. areas elev, askect , .. .. 7 
letter 20000 pixel counts · moments edge eat 's .. 26 
mnist 70000 4 x 4 image 7 x 7 image 14 x 14 image 28 x 28 img 10 
landsat 6435 Band 1 Band 2 Band 3 Band 4 7 
Table 3.3: Dataset Descriptions 
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(b) myopic: error= .l9 
Figure 3·10: We display the decision boundaries of our method and 
the myopic approach for a fixed· budget of 1.3. 1st stage classifier, 
dl, is in blue. 2nd stage classifier, d2 , is black. The space that 
is rejected to 2nd stage is in green. Observe how our method only 
rejects the area around the first blue boundary. In contrast , myopic 
uniformly rejects samples around both boundaries even if the samples 
will be misclassified at the second stage. This is because our strategy 
anticipates that the 2nd stage classifier cannot really classify examples 
around the second blue boundary and does not suffer the acquisition 
cost for those examples. This results in higher error for the same budget 
for myopic. 
Datasets We evaluate performance of our method on several datasets (see Table 
1). Since for most datasets measurement cost is not specified, we consider uniformly 
increasing cost structure. A sample using the 1st stage sensor incurs a cost of 1. To 
reach the second stage sensor the cost is 2 and so on. So for a four stage system, if 
a sample passes all four stages, it incurs a cost of 4. To demonstrate the difference 
in decision regions between our and myopic strategies we use a binary two stage 
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Figure 3·11: Here, we compare our method to myopic on the MNIST 
data. We construct four stages of increasing resolution by averaging 
the original digit images. The experiment demonstrates the advantage 
of our approach. Also note that the performance of a full resolution 
sensor can be achieved using a much lower resolution measurement. 
synthetic data with two dimensions-corresponding to two sensors. (Figure 3-10) For 
another illustrative example, we convert a popular digit recognition data, MNIST, 
into a four stage decision system. (Figure 3·11) We designate the full resolution 28x28 
pixel image as the last stage. To simulate the first three stages of increasing sensor 
quality, we average the original image down to three resolution levels, 4x4, 7x7 and 
14x14 pixels. The next four datasets are from UCI. (Figure 3·12, 3-13). Landsat 
data consists of 3x3 pixel neighborhoods taken from a satellite image at four different 
hyper spectral bands. The objective is to correctly classify the soil type. We set four 
bands to be the four stages in our system. Covertype deals with classifying forest 
cover type. We set the first stage to be 10 measurements indicating soil type. The 
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Figure 3·12: (a - c) illustrate error vs budget trade-off for our method 
and myopic various dataset. Clearly, our method is superior to myopic 
and can achieve performance of a centralized classifier (black diamond) 
with a significantly lower acquisition budget. 
second stage is 4 measurements indicating wilderness area type. The last (3rd) stage 
consists of 40 measurements such as aspect , elevation, etc. Letter consists of features 
extracted from handwritten images. The 1st stage are 5 features describing letterbox 
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Figure 3·13: (a- c) illustrate error vs budget trade-off for our method 
and myopic various dataset. Clearly, our method is superior to myopic 
and can achieve performance of a centralized classifier (black diamond) 
with a significantly lower acquisition budget. 
4 
position and pixel counts. The 2nd stage consists of more complex features such 
as spatial moments. The last stage is most complex consisting of edge information. 
Pima is a dataset dealing with diabetes diagnoses with specified costs. The 1st stage 
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consists of 6 simple tests (1 dollar each) such as body mass index, age and etc. Next 
stage consists of a glucose blood test (17 dollars). The last stage is an insulin test (23 
dollars). Threat dataset contains images taken of people wearing various explosives 
devices. The imaging is done in three modalities: infrared (IR), passive millimeter 
wave (PMMW), and active millimeter (AMMW). All the images are registered. We 
extract many patches from the images and use them as our training data. A patch 
carries a binary label, it either contains a threat or is clean. Since PMMW and IR 
are the fastest modalities but also least informative, we set them to stages 1 and 2. 
Stage 3 is an AMMW sensor that requires raster scanning a person and is slow but 
also the most useful. Overall, simulations demonstrate the advantage of our approach 
over a myopic strategy. In many datasets, performance close to the centralized (best) 
strategy can be achieved with much lower average budget. Table 3.4 summarizes our 
experiments. 
Dataset I Target Error I Myopic I Ours I 
syn~hetic .147 52(0 28% 
p1ma .245 41% 15% 
threat .16 89% 71% 
covertype .285 79% 40% 
letter .25 81% 51% 
mnist .085 90% 52% 
landsat .17 56% 31% 
Table 3.4: In this table we report an average percent of the maximum 
· budget required to achieve the target error rate. The target rate is 
chosen to be close to the error of the centralized strategy. Thus if there 
is a maximum of 2 stages and we obtain a value of 28% for our strategy 
it means that for only 28% of examples a 2nd stage is utilized without 
any degradation in error. 
Chapter 4 
Future Work 
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4.1 Towards Dynamic Sensor Selection 
In the last chapter, the assumption was that the order of stages (and corresponding 
sensors) is fixed. In this chapter, we investigate how to learn a fully dynamic sensor 
selection policy. If the order of the sensors is no longer fixed then, at each stage, a 
system has to choose which sensor to acquire next based on previous measurements. 
We explore how to combine concepts from imitation learning with empirical risk 
minimization to learn a dynamic sensor selection policy. We introduce an empirical 
risk based problem that assumes access to an oracle on the training data. Instead of 
learning to match the oracle directly, we utilize the oracle to compute risks of selecting 
sensors. Using these risks on the training data, we learn a policy that minimizes a 
cost-sensitive classification problem. 
4.2 Notation 
The set-up is the same. Each example x has K components. kth component represent 
a feature extracted from the kth sensor measurement. We will use the words features 
and measurements interchangeably to refer to a component of x: 
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so 
• 
sl 
• 
s2 
• 
83 
• 
fl- ~- ~-policy policy policy policy n(s) - n( s) - n(s) - - n(s) select select select sensor sensor sensor 
stop+ stop+ stop+ 
Figure 4·1: Schematic of an adaptive sensor selection system. Ini-
tially, no measurements are collected and the policy 1r ( s) selects the 
first sensor to collect. Based on the first sensor information, the policy 
either decides to stop and classify using F( s) or select the next sensor. 
The procedure is repeated until either all the sensors are exhausted or 
an example is classified. Note that every example may follow a different 
sequence of sensors. 
For every example, there is an associated label y E {1, . . . , C}. The K measurements 
and the label are distributed according to an unknown distribution D. 
Costs for acquiring each measurement are: 
In order to keep track of which sensor has been acquired for an example, let us 
introduce a state variable that encodes this information. It consists of three parts. 
s = {b, x, z} 
The first part is a binary vector with kth element indicating if feature k is acquired. 
{
1, 
bk = 
0, 
Xk acquired 
else 
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Second part represents the actual measurements. The components corresponding to 
measurements that are not acquired are set to zero. 
xk acquired 
else 
Third part is a special binary element, z, that indicates if is stopped and an example 
is classified. 
So a state variable si represents an example x i in a particular state. A similar 
formulation has been used in [Sergey Karayev, 2013] in dynamic feature selection for 
image classification. 
Classifier We can access a classifier F( s) E Y that can handle any subset of K 
features of x captured by s . We define the cost of stopping in a states and classifying 
using F(-) as: 
e(s) = Ey , {xk 1 bk = O} [F(s) =F y I s] 
The expectation is over the components of x that have not been acquired: { Xk I bk = 
0} . We assume we can either compute or estimate e(s). 
Policy A policy n(s) E A(s) is a function that takes a state, s, as an input and 
returns an action, a, in a set A(s). Here, s encodes features and values that have 
been acquired up to now. 
A( s) is the set of actions that are allowed to be taken from state s. A( s) consists 
of all the features that have not been acquired and a stopping action. 
{
{a I ba = 0} U stop, 
A(s) = 
0, 
z =O 
z =l 
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Recall that z indicates whether acquisition has been stopped previously. Once acqui-
sition has been stopped no more actions are allowed to be taken from that state. 
Remark: Note that the state implicitly accounts for the time. This is because at 
most one sensor is allowed to be requested at every time. Therefore the binary sensor 
indicator can be summed to produce the time step or stage: L:k bk. Consequently, 
the policy n(s) appears to be stationary but indeed is time dependent. Here, time 
steps and stages will be used interchangeably. 
Trajectory We introduce a transition function T( s, a) = s' which determines the 
next transition state s' from a state s after taking an action a. In our setting transi-
tions are deterministic and obey the following rules: 
s' = T(s , a), s' = {b' , :X', z'}, s = {b, :X, z} ( 4.1) 
a=kl\z=O a=k 1\ z =O 
(4.2) 
else else 
k= 1, ... K ( 4.3) 
z' = !1' 
z, 
a = stop 1\ z = 0 
( 4.4) 
else 
For an action a = k, the new acquired measurement, x k, is generated from the 
probability distribution conditioned on the observed measurements, { xJ \ bj = 1}. 
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Note that once acquisition is stopped, the variable z = 1 and the state no longer 
changes. Initial state for all examples is the empty state, s? = s0 : 
s
0 
= { b~ = 0, x~ = 0, k = 1, ... K , z0 = 0} ( 4.5) 
If we apply a policy 1r(s) to an example x i in a state, sL at timet then an example 
transitions to the next state according to the transition rules: 
If we apply a policy 1r(s) K times starting from the initial states? then we generate 
a K + 1 long trajectory for every example xi . 
Please refer to Figure 4·1 for a visualization of an adaptive system. 
Immediate Cost For a classifier F( s) and performance estimator e( s), we define 
an immediate cost of taking an action a in a state s 
e(s), a=stopl\z=O 
C(s, a)= 0, z =1 
Here, a is our usual trade-off parameter of cost vs error, and Ca is the cost for the ath 
sensor. 
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4.3 Risk of Using a Policy 
For a policy n( s) and a training set the expected risk of using a policy for a sequence 
of states generated for an example x by applying policy n(s), K times is: 
(4.6) 
However, we do not know the distribution of x. Instead, we have a training set: 
{xi, Yi}~1 . Using this set we can approximate the expected risk with a sample average: 
N K L L C(sL n(sD) (4.7) 
i= l k=O 
We can formulate our objective as to find a policy that minimizes this risk: 
N K 
min L L C(sL n(sD) 
1rEil 
(4.8) 
i=l k=O 
Here, II is a family of policies. Note that states are dependent on t he policy, 
s~+l = T(sL n(sD). So minimizing this sample average directly is difficult due to 
this interdependency. In order to investigate how to overcome this issue, we will 
introduce the cost-to-go and approximate policy iteration. 
4.4 Cost-to-go and Reinforcement Learning Approach 
For a policy n(s), we define the cost-to-go of taking an action a from state si and 
following policy 1r thereafter: Rn(s, a). 
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Here, s~ = T(si, a) is induced by taking action a from state si for an example i. Recall 
that state transition is deterministic. If an action is taken to acquire a sensor a then 
that sensor a will be acquired. 
Using the cost-to-go, we define an alternative empirical risk minimization over a 
family of policies II: 
N 
min L Rrr(s?, 7r(s?)) 
1r EII 
(4.9) 
i=l 
One approach to solve this problem is to apply approximate policy iteration. 
[Bertsekas, 2012]. There is a rich literature on approximate policy iteration, however, 
here we will describe a simple approach. If we know the cost-to-go with respect to 
an optimal policy R*(s, a) , then at any state the optimal policy is simply: 
1r*(s) = arg min R*(s, a) 
aEA(s) 
(4.10) 
So knowing the optimal policy is equivalent to knowing the optimal cost-to-go. In 
approximate policy iteration, one parameterizes the cost-to-go as a tractable function 
of the state s and action a. For example, let the cost-to-go be a linear function of the 
state for each action: 
A T 
Re(s, a) = ea s (4.11) 
Note that now, the policy is completely described by the linear weight vectors for 
Given some initial policy 8 0 , a training set {xi, Yi} and access to a classifier, F(s) , 
and its confidence estimator, e(s) , the procedure will alternate between these steps: 
1. Apply previous policy estimate ej to the training set to generate a trajectory 
s?, st, .. . sf, i = 1, ... , N 
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2. Evaluate cost-to-go 
Rej (sL a), a E A(sD, i = 1, ... , N, t = 0, ... , K 
3. Update the policy by solving a least squares problem for each action: 
N K 
e j+l = argmjn :L:L:: L (Rej (sLa):_B~s;) 2 
i=l k=O aEA(s;) 
Variation of this procedure has been proposed in [Sergey Karayev, 2013] but with 
an addit ional retraining of F( s) after every iteration. 
Issues with this formulation First, note that the least squares problem is coupled 
as the evaluation of cost-to-go depends on the parameter 8. For this reason, the 
algorithm needs to iterate between evaluation and update step. In addition, the 
reinforcement learning approach attempts to learn the cost-to-go function while only 
the policy itself is necessary to make decisions. 
To overcome both of these issues we introduce imitation learning. 
4. 5 Imitation Learning 
Imitation learning is a research area popular in the robot ics community. [Ross and 
Bagnell, 2010, Ross et al. , 2010]. In robotics, the dynamics may be so complicated 
that standard control approaches fail. A typical set-up is learning a controller to steer 
a robot. A robot has a forward oriented camera. The goal is to learn what action to 
take (i.e. which way to steer) given the image of what robot sees. 
Imitation learning assumes we have access to an oracle policy n *. We discuss 
the issues that arise in defining an oracle for our sequential sensor selection setting in 
Section 4.7. However, in the robot example, an oracle is a human driving a robot. The 
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problem is to learn to imitate the oracle over all the states the robot may encounter. 
So our problem is simplified since we are simply trying to match the oracle, 
min L 1 [7r(s)f7r*(s)] 
1rEII 
sES 
( 4.12) 
Note that the cost-to-go of taking a particular action from each stage is encoded into 
the oracle. 
The question is how to collect a representative set of states S over which to train 
our system. Let us consider a naive approach. We have training data. Let us simply 
apply our oracle to generate trajectories for every training example and aggregate 
them into a sample S. Next, let us solve the problem above over this sample S to 
produce a policy 1r. However, this strategy will fail because the oracle may be very 
good, and 7f is not able to follow the oracle exactly and will make mistakes. This 
implies that the system may encounter states that were never visited during training. 
On these unknown states, 7f will take incorrect actions and will further diverge from 
the right path. The system needs to learn how to correct its mistakes. 
To overcome this issue, one can use DAGGER (data aggregation)-like algorithms 
( [Ross et al. , 2010]). First, apply 7r* to an initial sample of states 8° and generate 
8 1 . Learn 1r1 to imitate 7r* over the sample 8 1 . 
Then generate 8 2 by applying 1r1 and learn 1r2 over the union of the two 8 1 U 8 2 and 
so on. 
This procedure is repeated for a large number of iterations J. At the end, the policy 
among 1r1 , 1r2 , ... 1rJ that best imitates the oracle over a separate cross-validation set 
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is returned. 1 The advantage of such strategy is that the policy learns to imitate the 
oracle on the states that the policy itself generates. 
However, the disadvantage of DAGGER is the need to iterate between learning 1rj 
over {5° U 5 1 U ... U SJ}, and generating a new sample of states SH1 . Also, learning 
over the union of visited states may become computationally difficult. Nevertheless, 
DAGGER has been applied in learning systems to reduce feature cost [He et al., 
2012]. 
4.5.1 Learning a policy for every stage 
One way to overcome the issue of learning of a large union of states is the so called 
forward training algorithm [Ross and Bagnell , 2010]. Since in our setting we only 
have K measurements, the system will only run for at most K time steps or stages. 
So let us explicitly learn K policies 1r1 , 1r2 , . .. , 7rK one for every time step instead of 
learning a singe policy to be used at every step. 
Given the K policies, the evaluati~:m process will be: 
The algorithm proceed as follows. We use the oracle 1r* only to evaluate the correct 
action for a particular sample of states S. Also note that a policy 7rt is applied only 
at the tth time step. 
Initially at time 0, 5° is a collection of empty states. First, we will learn 1r1 over 
5°. Next, we generate 5 1 by applying 1r1 . Note that the sample of states produced 
by the oracle 7r* and an approximate policy 1r1 need not (and most likely will not be) 
the same. Now, 1r2 is trained over the sample 5 1 generated by the policy 1r1 at the 
previous time. 5 2 is generated by 1r2 and so on. The algorithm is described below: 
1Some variations of this algorithm will randomly evaluate the oracle instead of the policy estimate 
part of the time. 
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Algorithm 5 Forward training imitation learning 
Input: S 0 = { s?}i!1 {Initial empty sample of states}, 1r* ( s) {oracle policy} 
fort= 0, 1, 2, ... K- 1 do 
N 
7rt+I +---min~ 1 [ ( t) ---1- *( t)] 1rEII ~ 7r S· r 7r S· i=l I I 
{ s~+l }[:1 +--- evaluate 1ft+l on { sni!l 
end for 
Output: 1r1, 1r2, ... , 7rx 
There are several advantages of such an algorithm. First, we only have to imitate 
an oracle K times, and at each time, training is over a training set of the same size N. 
Another advantage is that K policies allow us to imitate a more complicated oracle 
more so than a single policy in DAGGER-like algorithms. 
4. 6 Novel Risk Based Formulation 
However, one disadvantage of the forward training algorithm is the strict objective to 
exactly match the oracle. The oracle policy may be too complex to imitate exactly. 
So instead of using the expert to gener-ate the correct actions (labels), we can use the 
expert 1r* to compute the optimal costs-to-go, R*(s, a), for taking a particular action 
at a state. In fact , knowing the oracle cost-to-go or the oracle policy is equivalent as 
one can be derived from the other. 
Recall that we have access to training data with full measurements , {xi, Yi}i!1 , 
and a particular state si corresponds to measurements acquired for a training point 
xi as indicated by non-zero entries of b i. 
For simplicity, assume we have access to a collection of such states, S. We define 
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a problem to minimize the cost-to-go over this set of states: 
(4.13) 
This formulation relaxes the demand on the estimated policy n to exactly imitate the 
expert. For example, assume for a states, two actions have similar costs: R*(s , a 1 ) ~ 
R* ( s, a2) but the minimum cost action is a1 = arg mina' R* ( s, a'). In our formulation, 
the penalty for misclassifying n ( s) =J a1 and 7r ( s) =J a2 will also be approximately the 
same. This does not force n to follow the oracle exactly and allows more freedom. 
Next, we describe how to reduce a cost-to-go problem to a more familiar supervised 
learning problem. 
4.6.1 Reduction to Weighted Classification 
We can rewrite the cost-to-go problem as a cost-sensitive supervised learning problem. 
And with the help of some recent results in this field ( (Zadrozny et a l., 2003, Blatt 
and Hero, 2005, Trapeznikov et al., 2013, Wang and Saligrama, 2012]) , we can further 
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reduce to a weighted supervised learning problem. 
= arg min L L R*(s, a)l[n(s)=a] 
nEll 
sES aEA(s) 
= argmin"'"' "'"' R*(s, a) [1- l [n(s),taJ] nEll~ ~
sES aEA(s) 
= arg~jg L [ L R*(s,a)+ 
sES aEA(s) 
L [max R*(s, a') - max R*(s, a') - R*(s, a)] l[n(s),ta] ] 
a'EA(s) a'EA(s) 
aEA(s) 
= argmin L L [max R*(s, a')- R*(s, a)]l[n(s),ta]+ 
nEll a' EA( s) 
sES aEA(s) 
L L [R*(s, a) - max R*(s, a')l[n(s),ta]] 
a'EA(s) 
sES aEA(s) 
(4.14) 
( 4.15) 
( 4.16) 
( 4.17) 
( 4.18) 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
The second term may be dropped because it is constant and is no longer a function 
of1r(s). This is due to: 
L l [n(s)#] = IA(s)l- 1 
aEA(s) 
The result is a a weighted classification problem. If we define the weights as, 
w(s, a) = max R*(s, a') - R*(s, a) 
a'EA(s) 
the weighted learning problem becomes: 
arg min"'"' "'"' w(s, a)l[n(s),ta] nEll~ ~
sES aEA(s) 
Here, the two summations are simply iterating over an expanded data set. For each 
state instance in S, we duplicate it I A( s) I times. This formulation is much easier to 
handle as many existing algorithms can now be utilized. 
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4.6.2 Risk based forward imitation learning algorithm 
Using the reduction to supervised learning, we modify the forward training algorithm 
to solve a cost-sensitive problem instead of minimizing oracle mismatch. 
The main difference is that we use the oracle policy to generate costs-to-go on 
the set of states generated by policy from the previous time. At time step 1, we 
compute the misclassification weights using the oracle and learn n 1 with respect to 
these weights. Next, we evaluate n 1 to generate the next set of states 8 1 and again 
use the oracle to compute the weights. This is repeated to learn K policies. The 
algorithm is described in Algorithm 6. 
Algorithm 6 Risk based imitation learning 
Input: {xi , yi}~1 {training data with full measurements}, R*(s, a) {oracle cost-to-
go} 
s?[:1 +--- empty state 
fort= 0, 1, 2 ... K- 1 do 
w(s, a)= max R*(s, a')- R*(s, a) 
a'EA(s) 
N 
1ft+I +--- min""" """ w( sL a) 1 [ ( t) --1- ] 7rEIT ~ ~ 7r si r a 
i=l aEA(sD 
{ s~+l }~1 +--- evaluate 7ft on { sn~l 
end for 
Output: 1r1, 1r2, .. . , 7rK 
4. 7 Common Issues 
So far, all the described methods including ours, have several major difficulties . 
Classifier In all the discussions so far in this section, we assumed we have access 
to a classifier F ( s) and some measure of confidence e ( s). This classifier has to handle 
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missing measurements in x because as the example traverses the system more and 
more measurements are being added. There is some work on dealing with missing 
or corrupted features. In [Laurens van der Maaten and Weinberger. , 2013], authors 
propose to include empirical moments of the training data while learning the classifier. 
However, most common method is to duplicate the original training by randomly 
omitting features and training a classifier on this expanded data. Ideally, we would 
like to train a separate F(s) for every unique subset of sensors but this is prohibitive 
computationally. 
Oracle The oracle does not have to be the optimal policy that can be applied to 
any example. The oracle only needs to operate on the training data and it has to be 
relatively fast to evaluate. 
One example of an oracle is a linear classifier. F(s) = sgn(l:ilbi=l wixi)· We 
only combine features that are available (indicator by a vector b). The margin, 
Yi Lilbi=l wixi, captures confidence of classification. Again, we are considering a bi-
nary case, y E { + 1, -1}. If the margin is a large positive number then the confidence 
is high. We can form an integer programming problem. For a particular state {b, x, z} 
(4.21) 
s.t. L ''/iCi + L ci :S Eo ( 4.22) 
i lbi=O i lb;=l 
This problem is known as a 0/1 knapsack and returns the subset of unused sensors that 
maximize the margin subject to the budget constrain E0 . However, this problem has 
to be solved for every training example and for every state that may be encountered 
during training. This can become prohibitively slow during training and only works 
for linear classifiers. 2 
2Since wi may be negative, we can add an offset to all the terms and still retain the right objective 
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Parameterization The policy suffers from the same problem of missing features as 
F(s) . Here, we explicitly zero out the components of x that have not been acquired 
yet. But whether this is a good approach is still unclear. 
4.8 Simulation 
In this section, we present some initial results on using our novel risk based imitation 
learning. 
To simplify the problem, we generate a synthetic data set for our simulation. This 
enables us an access to an oracle and a classifier F ( s). 
Figure 4·2: Simulated Example 
Generated Data Each example consists of 3 sensor measurements, and each mea-
surement is a Gaussian random variable with a different variance. Examples can 
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belong to one of three groups, each group has a different permutation of the vari-
ances. For group 1, dimension 1 has the lowest variance, dimension 2 has the medium 
variance and dimension 3 had the highest variance. For group 2, the order for low, 
medium, high is 3rd, 2nd, 1st dimensions. For group 3, the order is 2,1,3. Classifica-
tion performance depends on which measurements are acquired, the best being when 
all three are available. 
We generate 1000 data points according to the following model. We use half for 
training and the other half for testing. 
• Generate label y rv Uni{ + 1, -1} 
• Uniformly generate a group j rv Uni{l, 2, 3} 
• Generate three measurements: 
X1 = y + nl,j + tj 
x2 = y + n2,j + tJ 
X3 = y + n3,J + tJ 
• a(k, j) is the noise variance for measurement k for group j 
• tJ is a deterministic offset for group j 
The optimal classifier for any example x in any states can be computed in closed 
form. Note that this requires the knowledge of the offset tj and the group j from 
which x was generated. We assume that this information is available at all times. 
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+1, 
F(s) = 
-1, 
And the error confidence can also be computed e(s) using the erfc function: 
1 
e(s) = 2erfc 
( 4.23) 
( 4.24) 
We assume the costs for each stage are uniform: c1 = c2 = c3 = 1. And since 
there are only 3 stages, we can exactly compute the oracle cost-to-go, R*(s, a) for any 
example xi in a any state by enumeration. 
Our algorithm should learn which measurement to choose next in order to mini-
mize this oracle cost-to-go. 
Comparison We use closed form expressions for F(s), e(s) and concentrate on 
learning only the policy n(s). 
We compare three methods: 
• Our novel risk based imitation learning Algorithm 6 (SL Imitation) in Fig-
ure 4·3. n(s) is parameterized by a 2nd order polynomial kernel: nk(s) = 
2.:.:~ 1 qi(sr sf+ 1) 2 + b, and a logistic loss is used to upper-bound the indicator 
loss. 
• The oracle which exhau'stively evaluates R*(s, a) and picks the lowest cost action 
• A fixed order strategy is a strategy such that every example will acquire mea-
surements in the same order. First, we fix 1st sensor for which the error is 
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F igu re 4·3 : Three approaches are compared: our novel risk-based 
imitation learning, fixed order strategy and an oracle 
minimized. Next, fix the 2nd sensor such that the error is the smallest. And 
since there are only three sensors, the last sensor is already determined. This 
order is used in evalating every example during testing. 
Note that trying direct forward selection imitation learning (Algorithm 5) did not 
produce meaningful results. 
For the simulation, the trade-off parameter a is swept to generate an error vs cost 
curves for each method. Our approach performs relatively close to the oracle and 
much better than a fixed order method. So extending reinforcement learning into a 
cost sensitive formulation appears to be a promising direction to take. 
Chapter 5 
Conclusion 
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In this work, we addressed two areas of cost m supervised learning: cost during 
training and cost during testing. 
Our work on Active Learning extends the version space approach in the framework 
of boosted classifiers. The weak learning assumption guarantees the existence of 
version space and compact parameterization of boosted classifiers enables an efficient 
way to find examples that reduce this set of feasible classifiers. However, the large 
classification complexity of boosted classifiers also has drawbacks. In turns out that 
reducing version space at an exponential rate does not necessarily guarantee that the 
classifier learnt on the labeled examples has good generalization ability. In fact , we 
prove that boosting is so powerful that there always exist two classifiers sampled from 
any version space that disagree on every single unlabeled example. The reduction of 
version space only guarantees reduction in error when the target classifier is assumed 
to be sparse in the number of weak learners used. And this requires to carry out 
our procedure on all the sparse subsets of the version space, a combinatorially hard 
problem. Nevertheless, our bisecting procedure on the full version space can be viewed 
as a convex relaxation of the ideal strategy. And experiments demonstrate good 
performance in comparison to margin based active learning approaches, especially 
when initialization bias is an issue. 
In the problem on reducing measurement cost during testing, we considered a sce-
nario of fixed order of stages with a sensor associated with each stage. We introduced 
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a framework for multi-stage reject classifiers where at each stage a decision whether 
to continue or stop and classify using current information is learn from training data. 
We employ a decomposition in the setting of known probability models, to construct 
a multi-stage empirical risk, and derive suitable parameterization to minimize this 
risk in both binary and multi-class settings. Also, for each parameterization, gener-
alization guarantees are provided. Experiments on many datasets demonstrate the 
advantage of our approach to a myopic strategy, a strategy. Our sequential deci-
sions system achieves performance close to the best (centralized) classifiers by only 
requesting a fraction of the sensors. 
Lastly, we explore dynamic sensor selection and illustrate a novel extension of 
imitation learning to risk based formulat!on. 
5.1 Future Directions 
Dynamic sensor selection is the most promising direction to take for future research. 
There are many issues that need to be resolved but there are also a lot of promising 
practical algorithms and theoretical results from the imitation learning field. Some 
interesting directions: 
• Incorporate the uncertainty in the ground truth in order to construct a proper 
POMDP formulation. 
• Training classifiers that can handle missing features but still achieve good per-
formance. 
• Designing oracle policies that are computationally efficient but also provide 
useful ground truth for the trained policy to imitate 
• More efficient algorithms to solve cost-sensitive problems as reduction to regular 
supervised learning expands the data set making training much slower. 
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Appendix A 
Act Boost 
A.l Connection between Query By Boosting and SVM Ac-
tive Learning 
In t his section, we will provide intuition on the QBB algorithm from [Abe and Mamit-
suka, 1998) by extending theory behind the version space SVM algorithm from [Tong 
and Koller, 2001). As in our problem, each example is characterized by a vector h(x). 
A hard margin SVM supervised learner finds a hyperplane that correctly separates a 
labeled set L: (we will assume zero offset) 
qsvm = arg max v 
q,v 
llqlb = 1 
A margin hT(x)q is the distance from a vector h(x) to the hyperplane with a unit-
norm normal vector q, and the above program finds a hyperplane qsvm that maximizes 
the minimum margin. An SVM active learning algorithm will label an example closest 
to this hyperplane: x* = argminxEUt lqrvmh(x) l. 
If we think of this problem in the space of possible hyperplane normals q, then the 
version space will lie on the surface of a unit sphere jjqjj = 1. Each labeled example 
imposes a hyperplane with a normal vector yh(x) cutting t hrough the sphere. These 
constraints limit the version space to a section on the sphere surface. In Figure A-1 , 
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if we flatten the surface of the unit sphere on to the plane of the page then qsvm 
becomes the center of the largest diameter ball (circle in Figure A ·1) inscribed in the 
polyhedron formed by linear constraints (thin lines in Figure A ·1)). If a ball is a good 
approximation to the polyhedron then the qsvm is a good estimate of the version space 
center. If we choose to label an example whose hyperplane (dashed line in Figure A ·1) 
is closest to this center then it is likely to halve the version. 
A similar logic can be applied to the QBB algorithm. The algorithm relies on the 
solution of the Adaboost supervised learner which approximates the following linear 
program: qa = argmaxqEQminiELYih(xi) where Q = {qJlTq = 1,q ~ 0}. And QBB 
labels an example with the smallest margin: x* = argminxEUt Jqrh(x)J. The program 
can be transformed to mimic the SVM problem: 
qa = arg max vJJqJ b 
q,v 
s.t. YihT (xi) JJq~ J
2 
~ v Vi E L 
1Tq=1,q~0 
Note that the differences from the SVM. The version space is constrained to lie 
on a probability simplex, and the program, in addition to maximizing the minimum 
margin, also tends to maximize the magnitude of q. On a simplex, JJqJJ 2 is minimum 
at the center of the simplex, increases as we move towards the edges and is maximum 
at the vertices. So qa is skewed center of a largest radius ball inscribed in polyhedron 
imposed by the labeled examples. The solution drifts away from the approximate 
center towards the vertices, favoring sparsity. So how well Ada-boost approximates 
the center of the version, depends on the geometry of the problem. If the version space 
happens to be near the center of the probability simplex then the approximation 
may be adequate. If the region is closer to the boundary of the simplex then the 
performance of QBB will deteriorate as the center estimate will not be valid. The 
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Figure A·l: Version Space for the two algorithms: solid lines represent 
hyperplanes imposed by labeled examples, dott ed line is the example 
to be labeled, the circle is the largest radius ball inscribed in the linear 
constraints: (a) SVM Active Learning: the plane of the page is the sur-
face of the unit-norm sphere llqll 2 = 1; and (b) QBB Active Learning: 
dashed triangle is the probability simplex, note how the solution qa is 
shifted towards a vertex away from the center. 
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example in Figure A·1 illustrates the bias towards the vertices. The hyperplane of 
t he example to be labeled (dotted line) does not adequately halve the version space. 
A.2 More Details On Boosting 
Linear Programming Boosting Boosting can be formulated as a linear pro-
gram in [Demiriz et al. , 2002]. The cost surrogate is a hinge loss function: C(z) = 
max{ - z, 0}. Optimal weight vector on the weak hypothesis is the solut ion to the 
following LP. To simplify notation mi = Yihi. 
M 
qLP = arg maxv - L si 
q,s ,v 
i= l 
mf q ;::: v - si, i = 1, ... , M 
N 2:qj = 1 
j =l 
q;::: 0, s;::: 0 
(A.1 ) 
(A.2) 
(A.3) 
(A.4) 
First term in the cost v can be thought of as the minimum margin over the examples. 
The algorithm will maximize the minimum margin while minimizing t he number of 
misclassified examples. This error is t he second term in the cost: sum of the slack 
variables si. 
Note that due to the Z1 constraint, the solution tends to be sparse. The same 
is true for Ada-boost and other coordinate descent methods which we'll summarize 
next . 
Weakness of the Weak Learner Assumption As long as C(z) is a convex 
function which decreases to zero as z increases to positive infinity, coordinate descent 
boosting will drive training error to zero. limz-+oo C(z) = 0 This is the result of 
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Algorithm 7 Convex Cost Coordinate Descent Boosting 
INPUT: {xi, Yi }f;!1 {training set}, { hj }f=1 {set of weak hypothesis} , T {number of 
iterations}, C ( z) {cost surrogate for the indicator function , must be twice differen-
tiable } 
0 0 0 1 W( ) _ 8C(z) W'( ) _ 8W(z) t ~ , q ~ , miJ ~ {hj(xi)=Yi } ' z - -----az , z - -az-
while t < T do 
dJ ~ 'f:~1 W(mfqt) mij {Compute descent directions} l ~ maxJ=l...N dj {Pick direction of maximum descent} 
if dJt .S 0 then 
Terminate {Check if can descent anymore} 
end if 
g( a) = '2:~1 W ( mf qt + amijt )mijt 
g'(a) = '2:~ 1 W'(mf qt + atmijt) 
at~ N EWTON(g(a), g'(a)) {Compute step size using Newton 's Method} 
q~i 1 ~ q~t + at {Update} 
t ~ t+ 1 
end while 
OUTPUT: qc {weak hypothesis weights} 
the weak learner assumption guaranteeing a positive descent direction. However, if 
the weak learner assumpt ion also holds for the training set with random label noise 
then coordinate descent boosting will overtrain on the noisy labeled examples. The 
generalizat ion will suffer. 
A.3 Proof of Theorem 2.1 
Proof. The weak learner assumption implies that for Xk E ut 
(A.5) 
Without loss of generality assume that Yk = -1. This implies that 
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We are left to determine whether, there is a q 2: 0 such that, h(xkf q > 0 and 
yih(xif q > 0 \:/xi E Lt . Suppose there is no such q, then we have that 
(A.7) 
By assumption 1-l is negation complete that is ~j,j* : hj(x) = -hi*(x). We can 
[
h(ll(x)l [ (1)] rewrite h(x) = h (2l(x) s.t. h (ll(x) = -h(2l(x). If we define q = ~(2 ) then we can 
rewrite the inner product as 
If define vector ii = [~~~~ = ~~~;] where iii = %-qi* then we can simplify the expression 
in A.7 to: 
(A.8) 
Note ii is now allowed to be negative. This means that as iii ranges over all the real 
numbers, the vector (h(xkfii, Y1h(x1)Tii, . .. , Yth(xt)Tii) does not intersect the first 
quadrant. In addition the complement of this set contains A, which is convex and non-
empty. Consequently, we can invoke the separating hyperplane theorem that separates 
the first quadrant from all the feasible vectors (h(xkfii, Ylh(x1fii, ... , Yth(xtfii) 
as iii, Vi ranges over all real numbers. As a consequence we have hyperplane A 2: 0 
and b > 0 such that, 
(A.9) 
(A.lO) 
iEV 
=? bh(xk) + L AiYih(xi) = 0 (A.ll) 
iEV 
Note that A orb cannot be all zeros. Forb#- 0, equality in A.ll implies that h(xk) has 
to lie in the cone of Yih(xi)'s. h(x) is a vertex of +1 , -1 hypercube inN dimensions. 
A vertex h(xk) of this hypercube lies in the cone of other vertices {h(xi)}iEV if and 
only if k E V. 
For 0=0, the equality in A.ll cannot hold for {yih (xi)}iEV that satisfy the weak 
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learner assumption. 
0 
A.4 Proof of Lemma 2.2 
Proof We provide the main outline of the proof and skip some of the messy algebra. 
For simpler notation, let q(x) = sgn(L:~=l qjhj(x)- .5) where hj(x) E {0, 1}. We 
emphasize that the weak learners map to zero or one. Any two samples x, x' are 
0-neighborly if: 
~ J lq(x)- q(x')ldq::; o 
Q 
The integral is the volume where q(x) and q(x') disagree: 
J l[q(x);fq(x') ]dq ::; 20 
Q 
Let S = {jlhi(x) = hj(x')} and sc = {jlhi(x)-=!= hj(x')}: 
q(x) = sgn(L qjhj(x) + L qjhj(x)- .5) 
jES jESc 
q(x') = sgn(L qjhj(x) + L qjhj(x') - .5) 
jES jESc 
Let S1 = {jlhi(x) = 1} n sc and S2 = {jlhi(x') = 1} n sc then 
q(x) = sgn(L qjhj(x) + L qj- .5) 
jES jES1 
q(x') = sgn(L qjh1(x) + L qj- .5) 
jES jES2 
(A.12) 
(A.13) 
(A.14) 
(A.15) 
(A.16) 
(A.17) 
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And q(x) =/= q(x') if and only if 
(A.18) 
By the K-neighbor assumption: l81 U 82l :::; K. Let l81l = K- k1 and 1821 = k1 and: 
(A.19) 
jES 
(A.20) 
It is easy to check that the case where 1821 = 0 and 1811 = K will have the greatest 
volume: 
Vol(Q(k1)):::; Vol(Q(O)) for 0 < k1 :::; K (A.21) 
So let, 
(A.22) 
Vol(Q(O)) is an upper bound for (A.13). 
To compute the volume we recast the problem in terms of probabilities. Note that 
since the simplex Q is endowed with the Lebesgue measure we can think of q as a 
random variable uniformly distributed over Q. However, the components of q are now 
dependent. To transform the problem into an independent set of random variables 
we consider exponentially distributed random variables. 
Define the unnormalized liD random variable, qj , where qj are liD exponentially 
distributed random variables with mean equal to e. Then E[:Z::::f= 1 qj] = ~. It is 
well known that such ari exponentially distributed set of random variables when 
normalized exactly produces a uniform distribution over the simplex: 
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By substitution of the unnormalized random variables we obtain, 
To simplify this expression we consider the event, 
(A.23) 
Note that the event A can be cast in the familiar form of an empirical average being 
close to its empirical mean. Consequently, we expect that the probability of the 
complement, Ac, of the event A is exponentially small in N. We now proceed as 
follows: 
Pr{Q(O)} 
S Pr {~ qj > .5(t c/;)-~ c/;h;(x), ~ qjh;(x} < .5(t qj), qj E A} (A.24} 
(A.25) 
~ Pr {2: qj > .5~ (1 - E2) - L qjhj(x), Lqjhj(x) < .5~ (1 + E2), qj E A} 
jES1 jES jES 
(A.26) 
(A.27) 
~ Pr { L qj > .5 ~ (1 - E2) - L qjhj(x), L qjhj(x) < .5 ~ (1 + E2) } + Pr(Ac) 
jES1 jES jES 
(A.28) 
where the first inequality follows from the union bound; the second inequality follows 
from the definition of event A; the third inequality is a direct application of the union 
bound. We now ignore the second term since it is arbitrarily small for sufficiently 
large N . 
We are now in the familiar territory of a sum of liD random variables since S 
and S1 have no overlap. Note that 2:jES1 qj is independent of l:'::jES qjhj(x) and 
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each of these random variables are r distributed. By straighforward conditioning on 
LjESqjhj(x) we can simplify the expressions in Equation A.28. It follows that, 
.5 
Pr{Q(O)}::; J Pr{l: qj > g ~ }dg 
O jES1 
(A.29) 
Let Z = LjES1 qj which has a gamma distribution: r(K, B) and by the Chernoff 
bound(Section A.4.1), 
The integral in (A.29): 
(A.30) 
The first term is upper-bounded by K / N since the integrand is positive and always 
less than 1. The second term is upper-bounded by: 
.5 
(~)KeK J gKe-gNdg::; 
K 
N 
< 
CXJ 
(~)KeK J gKe-gN dg 
K 
N 
1 K K! 
N ~ (K -p)!KP 
K+l 
N 
Combining the bounds on the two terms, we have the upper bound: 
I 2K + 1 Pr{ q(x) # q(x)} ::; N (A.31) 
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And the disagreement volume: 
J 2K+1 l[q(x),tq(x') ]dq ::; N Vol( Q) (A.32) 
Q 
And for any Q' C Q: 
J J 2K + 1 l[q(x),tq(x')]dq::; l[q(x),tq(x')Jdq::; N Vol(Q) (A.33) Q' Q 
D 
A.4.1 Chernoff Bound on a Gamma distribution 
(A.34) 
For a Gamma Random Variable Z"' f(K, e) the moment generating function is 
(A.35) 
Minimize the bound over 0 ::; t < e: 
(A.36) 
Let t = "fe and maximize B'-1 ("f) instead: 
(A.37) 
Take the derivative: 
(A.38) 
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The derivative is zero only when the last product term is zero or: 
* K I =1--
gN (A.39) 
Note since K << N, 1* < 1 and if c 2 ~ then 1* 2 0. Plugging 1* back in: 
(A.40) 
A.4.2 Integral of the Chernoff Bound on a Gamma distribution 
(A.41) 
Let 9o = ~' 
1 K . K! 
= N ~ ( K - p) !KP (A.42) 
Define a term in this series asAp= (K-~;!KP and calculate the ratio of two succeeding 
terms: 
AP K 
r=--= >1 
Ap+I K- p- (A.43) 
The series is decreasing and the first term Ao = 1 thus 
(A.44) 
And the integral is bounded: 
(A.45) 
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A.5 Proof of Lemma 2.3 
The proof closely follows [Nowak, 2009]. 
Proof. :J p' such that 
B 
I L q(xi)P~I "'5_ P '1/q (A.46) 
i=1 
Integrate both sides over q E Q' 
B J I L q(xi)P~Idq "'5_ p Vol(Q') 
Q' ~=1 
(A.47) 
Integral of the absolute value is greater than the absolute value of the integral and 
interchange integration with addition: 
B 
I L J q(xi)dq P~l "'5_ p Vol(Q') 
~=1 Q' 
(A.48) 
If x EX s.t. I JQ' q(x)dq I "'5_ p Vol(Q')I does not exist then I JQ' q(x)dq I> p Vol(Q') 
for all x E X. Since (A.48) is a convex combination of JQ' q(xi)dq, if one term is 
negative there has to exist a positive term in order for the sum to be less than or 
equal to p Vol ( Q'). Therefore :J x, x' such that: 
J q(x)dq > p Vol(Q') and J q(x')dq < -p Vol(Q') (A.49) 
Q' q 
If the pair Q, X is 6-neighborly, there exists a sequence of xi's starting at x and 
ending in x'. The sign will have to switch somewhere in the sequence. Let us redefine 
the pair x, x' to be where the sign switches. From before: JQ' q(x)dq- JQ' q(x')dq > 
2p Vol(Q'). By 6-neighborly assumption: I JQ, q(x)dq- JQ, q(x')dql < JQ, lq(x) -
q(x')ldq < 26Vol(Q). Combining the two inequalities: Vol(Q') < ~Vol(Q). 
0 
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A.6 Proof of Theorem 2.4 
Proof. Let p ~ p*{X, Q} and at this stage we want to find an x' to reduce version 
space QT by 1~P at stage T. Lemma 2.3 states that if that is not possible then 
6 Vol( QT) ::; -Vol( Q) 
p (A. 50) 
For simplicity of notation call this the termination of stage 1 and let T be the time 
stage 1 is terminated, namely, the condition above is realized. 
To proceed we now restart the entire process by exchanging Q with QT. We call 
this start of stage 2. To avoid confusion we denote the iterations in this stage by t. 
Let Pt ~ p*{X, Qt}. Observe that since Qt C Q, p*(X, Qt) ::; p*(X, Q) and we can 
set p*{X, Q} :S: Pt < 1. 
By following the proof of Lemma 2.3, at some timet if an x such that I JQt q(x )dq I < 
Pt Vol ( Qt) does not exist than there must exist x and x' such that: 
J q(x)dq- J q(x')dq > 2pt Vol(Qt) (A. 51) 
qt Qt 
Let Vd(Q') = JQ' 1[q(x)7'q(x')] dq. Let Qb = Q \ Qt and Vol(Qb) ~ (1- ~)Vol(Q). 
(A. 52) 
By the regularity assumption (2.39), Vd(Qb) ~ aVd(Q) and 
(A. 53) 
And by 6-neighborly assumption, Vd ( Q) ::; 6V ol ( Q) and 
(A. 54) 
Combining this expression with inequality A.51 we obtain: 
(A. 55) 
The first statement of Lemma 2.3 states that for any two consecutive version space 
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Qt and Qt+l the following reduction is possible for p* :::; p < 1 (p* := p* {X, Q}) 
(A. 56) 
If this condition is not satisfied then the volume bound of Eq. A.55 must hold. Now 
note that the ratio of the volume bound at the termination of the previous stage 
T (see Eq. A.50) and at the termination of the current stage t (see Eq. A.55) is 
a constant equal to (1 - a). Furthermore, we are guaranteed an exponential rate 
(1 + Pt)/2 of decay while going from termination of stage 1 to termination of stage 2. 
Consequently, we can reduce the volume at the previous stage T to the current stage 
t with at most a constant number of queries. For simplicity we assume that this is 
equal to one since the order-wise scaling of the number of queries does not change. 
Consequently, we can obtain: 
(A. 57) 
To obtain the worst case rate for each iteration we need: 
, . {1+p (1-a)r5} 
"'O = m1n max --, ....:...._ _ _:_____ 
p*:S:c9 2 p (A. 58) 
This expression simplifies to the situation when the two arguments are equal. This 
turns out to be p = ~( J1 + 8(1- a)6- 1) 
{ 1 + p* 1 + .5( J1 + 8(1- a)6- 1)} Ao =max 2 , 2 (A. 59) 
where 6 = 2~+1 . We now note that V1+z:::; 1 + z/2. Consequently, we get, 
1 + p* 1 2K + 1 
,\0 :::; ,\ = max { 2 , 2 ( 1 + ( 1 - a) N )} (A.60) 
We can repeat this argument for Stage 3, Stage 4 and so on in an identical fashion. 
The volume of our final version space is required to be Vol(Qn) = EVol(Q). 
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logE 
E =An ==} n = --
log.\ 
A. 7 Proof of Theorem 2.5 
D 
Proof In the proof, all volume is taken with respect to the lebesgue measure on the 
p sparse subspace. If we can reduce the volume of sparse version space at each stage 
by .\ then after n stages: 
(A.61) 
There are (~) p-sparse disjoint segments: {s1, s2, . .. , s(~)} = S. Without loss of 
generality, we define the volume Vol (.) such that Vol ( sr) = 1 for r = 1, ... , ( ~) 
therefore 
By assumption from Section 2.5.2, we defne 
q8 = arg inf Vol{q E S lllq- q*lh S ~} ~ES 2 
e j(e,p) = Vol{q E S lllq- qsll1 S 2} 
(A.62) 
(A.63) 
(A.64) 
If v ol ( sn) ::; f ( e' p) then sn c { q E s I II q - qs Ill ::; n and \;/ q E sn (by the margin 
bound [Schapire et al., 1997a]) 
1 
( ( ) 
__j_ ) 0 (log IXIlogp log(1/6)) 
2 
Prob q X -r- y ::; e21XI + lXI (A.65) 
So we require: 
Vol(Sn) ~ 
nlog A+ log(;) ~ 
A.8 Proof of Lemma 2.6 
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f(B ,p) 
logf(B,p) 
log .(~)+ log~ 
log± 
(A.66) 
(A.67) 
(A.68) 
D 
Proof. If p* < 1 then ~q E Q s.t. qrh(xi) > 0 Vi. Let us define a vector f(q) E RM 
with f(q)i = qrh(xi) and a set F = {f(q)lq E Q}. Since every component of f 
cannot be positive, the set F cannot lie in the first (positive) orthant. The set F is 
also convex, so there must exist a separating hyperplane with a normal vector z ~ 0. 
This implies the following inequality: 
M M N L zd(q)i = L zi L qjhj(xi) ~ 0 (A.69) 
i=l i=l j=l 
At least one element of z must be non-zero to define a hyperplane. Let us interchange 
the summation: 
N M 
L qi L zihj(xi) ~ 0 (A.70) 
j=l i=l 
From earlier, we assume that for every weak hypothesis there exists a compliment: 
s. t. hi ( x) = -hi* ( x) and hi , hi* E 1-l. For any weight vector q, we can reassign the 
weight of hj to its compliment hj* and make the left side in (A. 70) greater than zero. 
But the inequality in (A. 70) has to hold for all q E Q. This can only be true if every 
term in the summation is zero: 
M L zihj(xi) = 0 Vj (A. 71) 
i=l 
D 
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Appendix B 
Sequential Sensor Selection 
B.l Derivation for Theorem 3.3 
Consider a three stage system. Define some terms 
. 1 
Error Indicator: l[f(x)h] ----t C(yf(x)) = ( f( )) (B.1) 1+expy x 
Reject Indicator: l[fp(x)#fn(x)] ----t (B.2) 
Risk for three stages: 
R(f;, j~, /;, j~, !3, x, y) = Sl Rl + S2 R2 + S3 R3 (B.4) 
S1 = 1 (B.s) 
S2 (f;,f~,x,y) = Cr(f;,f~,x\y) (B.6) 
S3(!;, j~, f~, f~, x, y) = Cr(f;, j~, x 1 , y)Cr(f~, j~, x 2 , y) (B.7) 
R1 (f;,J~,x,y) = C(yf;(x1 ))C(yf~(x1 )) +o:c2CrU; ,J~,x1 ,y) (B.8) 
R 2(fff, f~ , x, y) = C(yf;(x2 ))C(yf~(x2 )) + ac3C r(f;, f~, x 2 , y) (B.9) 
R3 (!;, x , y) = C(yf3 (x3 )) (B.10) 
(B.ll) 
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Plug in all the terms: 
(B.12) 
(B.14) 
Minimize over J;, f~ and keep J;, j~, P constant. We can rearrange the terms to get: 
such that: (B.17) 
of= ac2 + { C(yf:(x2))C(yf~(x2 )) + ac3Cr(f:, f~, x 2, y)} (B.18) 
+ Cr(f:, f~, x 2 , y)C(yf3(x3)) (B.19) 
Minimize over J;, f~ and keep J;, f~, P constant: 
such that: (B.22) 
Sl = Cr(f; , J~ , x~,y) (B.23) 
o; = ac3 + C(yj3 (x~)) (B.24) 
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Minimize overhand keep f£,J~,J;,J~ constant: 
arg llj~n L R(fi, f~, J;, f~ , ! 3 , xi , Yi) = 
~ 
such that: 
B.2 Proof of Theorem 3.4 
(B.25) 
(B.26) 
(B.27) 
(B.28) 
Proof. This will closely follow the proof of Theorem 1 in [Schapire et al., 1997b]. We 
have to bound two terms: 
(B.29) 
First Term Let us bound the first term. Define eN to be the set of unweighted 
averages over N elements from 1{1, 
1 N 
eN= {f: X--+ N L hi(x) I hi E 1{1} (B.30) 
i=1 
Any weighed classifier f = Lh Qhh(x) can be approximated by drawing an element 
from eN by choosing h1 ... hN with prob. Qh· 
We can express our first term as a sum of probabilities of disjoint events. 
(B.31) 
(B.32) 
(B.33) 
(B.34) 
(B.35) 
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Further, we can write, 
(B.36) 
(B.37) 
The inequality holds for any gp, 9n· We take the expected value of the right hand side 
wrt to the distribution C 
Pv [yfp(x) ~ 0, Yfn(x) ~OJ ~ 
Ec [Pv [Y9p(x) ~ i , ygn(x) ~ill 
+Ev [Pcp,Cn [ygp(x) > ~\ygn(x) > i I Yfp(x) ~ O,yfn(x) ~a]] 
(B.38) 
(B.39) 
(B.40) 
The last term inside the expectation is the probability that an average of N bernoulli 
random variables is larger than its expectation, we use a concentration result from 
Equation (4) in Theorem 1 of [Schapire et al., 1997b] . 
(B.41) 
To bound the first we use the result from Equation (5) in Theorem 1 of [Schapire 
et al., 1997b]. if we set EN= J(1/2m)log((N + 1)IH1 12N)/8N, with probability at 
least 1- 8N , 
(B.42) 
for any choice of () and every distribution C. Here, P s [] is probability taken with 
respect to a randomly drawn sample of size m from D . 
By the same argument as in inequality B.37, 
Ps,cP [Y9p(x) ~ ~1 , Y9n(x) ~ i] < 
Ps [yfp(x) ~ ()1, Yfn(x) ~ ()1] + Es [Pep [ygp(x) ~ i I Yfp(x) > ()]] 
(B.43) 
(B.44) 
The expressions inside the expectation can be bounded using the same Chernoff bound 
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result from B.41, 
(B.45) 
By setting ON= 6/(N(N + 1)) , and combining the terms, 
Pv [yfp(x) :s; 0, Yfn(x) :s; 0] :s; 
(B.46) 
_1_log (N(N + 1)2J 1-llJ2N ) 
2m 6 
By setting, N = (4/0i)log(m/logJ1-l1 J2), 
Pv [Yfp(x) :s; 0, Yfn(x) :s; 0] :s; Ps [yfp(x) :s; 81, Yfn(x) :s; 81] 
0 (
_1 (logm log J1-lJ 2 1 ~) ~) + Vm 0 + og 6 
(B.47) 
(B.48) 
(B.49) 
Second Term Here we will bound the second term, Pv[Yh(x) :s; 02, Yfn(x) =1-
yfp(x )] Define a new distribution: 
Dr = { cD(x, y), fp(x) =1- fn(x) 
0, fp(x) = fn(x) (B.50) 
Rewrite: 
Pv[Yh(x) :s; 82, Yfn(x) =1- Yfp(x)] :s; Pv[Yh(x) :s; 82 I Yfn(x) =1- yfp(x)] (B.51) 
= Pvr[Yh(x) :s; 82] (B.52) 
Note that Sr is an iid sample from 'Dr· Using Theorem 1 in [Schapire et al., 1997b], 
Collecting the two terms produces the desired result. D 
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B.3 Proof of Theorem 3.5 
To simplify our derivations, we assume uniform class prior probability: P y [y = YJ = 
~ ' f) = 1, ... , C. However, our results can be easily modified to account for a non-
uniform prior. The expected conditional risk can be solved optimally by a dynamic 
program, where a DP recursion is, 
JK(xK , SK) =mjpEy [SK(xK)Rk(y ,xK , jK) I xK] 
f 
(B.53) 
Jk(xk, Sk) = mtn {Ey [Sk(xk)Rk(y, xk, fk) I xk] + Exk+l ... xK [Jk+l(xk+I, Sk+1 ) I xk]} 
f 
(B.54) 
Consider kth stage minimization, Jk can take C + 1 possible values {1 , 2, .. . C, r} 
and Jk(xk , Sk) can be recast as a conditional expected risk minimization, 
Jk(xk, sk = 1) = ~tn { p y [y =I= f) I xk] 'ack+l + Exk+l ... x i< [ Jk+l (xk+l' 1) I xk] } 
Jk(xk )= fi Jk (xk)=r 
(B.55) 
Define, 
(B. 56) 
and rewrite the conditional risk in B.55, 
(B.57) 
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Reject is the optimal decision if, 
mjn {1- Py [y = y I xk]} 2: Jk(xk) :=;. m?JC {Py [y = y I xk]}:::; 1- Jk(xk) 
y y 
(B.58) 
If reject is not the optimal strategy then a class is chosen to maximize the posterior 
probability: 
(B.59) 
which is exactly our claim. D 
B.4 Proof of Lemma 3.6 
Define an auxiliary variable corresponding to the error penalty term and absolute 
value of the maximizing codeword projection respectively: 
-i k 
Rk(-) = ei l[g (xk) - zi< O] + Ji l[g(xk) - zi2:0] 
= ei l[g(xk) - zi<D] + Jf { 1- "l[g(xk) - zi<D]} 
= { ei - Jf} l[g (xk) - zi<D] + Jf 
(B.60) 
(B.61) 
(B.62) 
(B.63) 
Define weights wi = ei - Jf and drop the Jf term since it does not depend on g(·). 
Our goal is to minimize I: Sf R1 over g. We will split t he summation into two sets: 
= L Sfwil[(g(xn-zi) :so] + L Sfwil[(g(xn -zi ):so] (B.64) 
Wi2:0 Wi<O 
(B.65) 
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If discard the constant term Lwi<O Sfwi and introduce pseudo labels 
then, 
N N 
argmjn L SfRk = argmjn L Sf lwi ll[bi (g(x~ )-zi)~o] 
i=l i=l 
(B.66) 
B.5 Proof of Theorem 3. 7 
At each stage the reject decision can be expressed in terms of three boolean decisions: 
l[lhk(xk)l-gk(xk)~o] = l[hk(xk)>O] l[hk(xk)-gk(xk)~o] + 
~~--~~--~ 
Decision 1 Decision .2 
l[hk(xk)~o] 
~
Not Decision 1 
1 [ -hk(xk) -gk(xk)~o] 
Decision 3 
(B.67) 
If the rejectors (gk E Qk) and stage classifiers (hk E Hk) belong to families with finite 
VC dimensions then the complexity of Decision 2 and Decision 3 is VC[Qk] + VC[Hk] 
The system classifier, F, is composed of K stages. Each of the first K- 1 stages 
can be expressed as a boolean function of 3 boolean decisions. The last stage is a 
single boolean decision. So the output F can be expressed as a boolean function 
of 3(K- 1) + 1 = 3K- 2 functions. We know the VC dimension for each of the 
functions. Using this fact and Lemma 2 in [Sontag, 1998] we obtain our result. 
B.6 Implementation Details 
For large datasets (N > 1000) , we split them 50/10/40% into train, validation and test 
sets. The performance reported is on the test set. For smaller datasets (N < 1000) , 
we perform 50 random 70/10/ 20% splits and report the average performance over the 
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trials. Each subproblem reduces to minimizing a weighted binary error problem with 
respect to a logistic loss. Polynomial kernel classifier of degree q is parametrized by 
a vector a: 
N 
h(x) = L ai(xf x + 1)q (B.68) 
i = l 
The optimization over the polynomial kernel classifier is performed using newton 
gradient descent method. Table 1 shows the degree of polynomial kernels used in our 
simulations. 
Dataset 1{1 Ql 1-{ "L. g"L. 1{.5 g .j 1{4 
synthetic :2 :2 :2 
mam 2 0 2 
pima 2 0 2 0 2 
threat 5 5 5 5 5 
covertype 1 1 1 1 1 
lett er 7 2 7 2 7 
mnist 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
landsat 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 
Table B.l: Stage Complexity: we use polynomial kernel classifiers. 
This table displays the degree of the polynomial kernel used at each 
stage for the rejector and the stage classifier 
B.6.1 Minimizing Logistic Loss 
Minimization of a logistic loss for binary classification problem can be easily performed 
using a Newton a method: 
N 
m~n[f(w) = L C [yiwT xi] ] (B.69) 
i= l 
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For simplicity, let us assume the classifier is parameterized by a linear function w. 
Let us also the first derivative and the second derivative with respect to w: 
And for a logistic loss: 
N 
df(w) L , T 
-- = y ·x ·· L [y·w x·] 
d 2 n 2 2 W· 
J i=l 
L(z) = log(1 + exp( -z)) 
L'( ) -1 
z = 1 + exp(z) 
L"( ) 2 
z = cosh(z/2) 2 
A newton iteration update has the following form: 
(B. 70) 
(B.71) 
(B. 72) 
(B.73) 
(B. 74) 
(B. 75) 
The step size a can easily be computed by a backtracking algorithm. [Boyd and 
Vandenberghe, 2004] Notice that this optimization can be performed for any smooth 
convex loss function C [ ·]. 
Often there is a need to add a regularization term to the objective. For example, 
this can be easily done for an l2 regularization. For simplicy, let d be the dimension-
ality of x and let the last component be constant: xa = 1 
N d- 1 
mJn[f(w) = L C [yiwT xi] + ,\ L w]J (B.76) 
i=l j=l 
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We can readily redefine the first and the second derivatives: 
(B.77) 
(B.78) 
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